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Agenda
1. President’s address.
2. To adopt the attached standing orders for the orderly conduct of the AGM.
Ordinary Business
3. To consider the minutes of the AGM of 12th November 2011.
4. To receive and present the Directors’ report annexed to the 2011 annual accounts of the company.
Mr. Sam McArdle, Honorary Treasurer, will present this.
5. To receive and consider the audited financial statements of the company for the year ended 31st
December 2011. Mr. Frank Keenan, Operations Manager, will present these.
6. To consider the Income and Expenditure Account for the nine months to 30th September 2012 and the
2013 budget principles. Mr. Frank Keenan, Operations Manager, will present these.
7. To fix membership fees for 2013, Mr. Sam McArdle, Honorary Treasurer, will present this – the Board
recommend that the 2012 membership fees remain unchanged.
8. To appoint Auditors for 2013, the Board recommend the re-appointment of Grant Thornton.
9. To consider the following reports:
 Youth Commission Report;
 Off-road Commission Report;
 Track Commission Report;
 Women’s Commission Report;
 Paralympic Commission Report;
 Road Commission Report;
 Anti-Doping Report;
 College of Commissaires Report.
10. To confirm the appointment of Mr. S. Turnbull and Mr. V. Power as Board members with specialist
business skills.
11. To elect an Honorary Secretary, Mr. J. Watson has been nominated by Cycling Ulster and Carrick
Wheelers CC.
12. To elect an Honorary Treasurer, Mr. J. McArdle has been nominated by Swords CC.
13. To elect a Board member:
 Mr. C. McKenna has been nominated by Drogheda Wheelers CC and South Dublin CC;
 Mr. D. Toomey has been nominated by Tandem Cycling CC.
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Motions - Special Resolutions
14. Article 2
Rationale:
Remove the requirement for the auditors to approve non-standard procedure or amendments to
standard procedures applicable to Provincial Executives and Commissions, auditors are not required
to approve internal procedures in other areas.
Replace:
“Provincial Executive - A Provincial Executive is a Sub-committee of the Board of Cycling Ireland. The
membership of a Provincial Executive will be elected, at an Annual General Meeting, by the Affiliated
Clubs based in each province. The Provincial Executive will conduct its affairs either in accordance
with the standard operating and business procedures for Cycling Ireland Provincial Executive or by its
own operating procedures and business procedures, which may complement but not conflict with,
the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Irish Cycling Federation and the business
procedures of the Company. Any non-standard procedures or any amendments to the standard
procedures are subject to approval by the Board of Cycling Ireland and by the Auditors of Cycling
Ireland.
Commission - A Commission is a Sub-committee of the Board of Cycling Ireland set up to administer
specific sporting, leisure and coaching activities within Ireland. The membership of a Commission will
be elected at an Annual General Meeting, called by the Commission chairman to which every Cycling
Ireland club has the right to attend. Club representation will be in accordance with the Articles of
Association of Cycling Ireland. Commissions will conduct their affairs either in accordance with the
standard operating and business procedures for Cycling Ireland Commissions or by their own
operating and business procedures, which may complement but not conflict with, the Memorandum
and Articles of Association of the Irish Cycling Federation and the business procedures of the
Company. Any non-standard procedures or any amendments to the standard procedures are subject
to approval by the Board of Cycling Ireland and by the Auditors of Cycling Ireland.”
With:
“Provincial Executive - A Provincial Executive is a Sub-committee of the Board of Cycling Ireland. The
membership of a Provincial Executive will be elected, at an Annual General Meeting, by the Affiliated
Clubs based in each province. The Provincial Executive will conduct its affairs either in accordance
with the standard operating and business procedures for Cycling Ireland Provincial Executive or by its
own operating procedures and business procedures, which may complement but not conflict with,
the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Irish Cycling Federation and the business
procedures of the Company. Any non-standard procedures or any amendments to the standard
procedures are subject to approval by the Board of Cycling Ireland.
Commission - A Commission is a Sub-committee of the Board of Cycling Ireland set up to administer
specific sporting, leisure and coaching activities within Ireland. The membership of a Commission will
be elected at an Annual General Meeting, called by the Commission chairman to which every Cycling
Ireland club has the right to attend. Club representation will be in accordance with the Articles of
Association of Cycling Ireland. Commissions will conduct their affairs either in accordance with the
standard operating and business procedures for Cycling Ireland Commissions or by their own
operating and business procedures, which may complement but not conflict with, the Memorandum
and Articles of Association of the Irish Cycling Federation and the business procedures of the
Company. Any non-standard procedures or any amendments to the standard procedures are
subject to approval by the Board of Cycling Ireland.”
15. Articles 8 and 13
Rationale:
Article 7a gives the Board the authority to pass a resolution expelling a member, Article 11 gives the
Board the authority to suspend a member from enjoying the facilities of the company. Under the
(draft) complaints process a disciplinary panel be in place, this panel being independent of the Board
6

although Board members may be panel members. Any appeal against a decision of this group may
be appealed externally to Just Sport Ireland, this is no different than any Board decision being
subject to a legal challenge and thereby subject to an external ruling. In addition this would be in
keeping with the requirement under the ISC’s strategy 2012 – 2014 that “all state funding will be
subject to the beneficiaries signing up to a dispute resolution service ……..” nor would it be any
different than a doping offence which is subject to the ISC’s Anti-doping Regulations enshrined in our
Articles.
Replace:
“8. An appeal against the resolution of the Board under Article 7 a. may be made by the member
concerned within twenty-one days of the notice in writing, advising him of the resolution. Such
appeal shall be by notice in writing addressed to the Secretary at the registered offices of the
Company and shall state the grounds of appeal. The Secretary will forward details of the appeal to an
Appeals Committee which shall been appointed at the discretion of the Board. This committee will
examine the facts of the case and report to the Board which will implement the recommendation.”
With:
“8. An appeal against the resolution of the Board under Article 7 a. may be made by the member
concerned in accordance with the disciplinary regulations in force at the time the offence was
discovered.”
And replace:
“13. An appeal, against the resolution of the Board under Article 11, may be made by the member
concerned within twenty-one days of the notice in writing advising him of the resolution. Such appeal
shall be by notice in writing addressed to the Secretary at the registered offices of the Company and
shall state the grounds of appeal. The Secretary will forward details of the appeal to an Appeals
Committee which shall have been appointed at the discretion of the Board. This committee will
examine the facts of the case and report to the Board which will implement the recommendation.”
With:
“13. An appeal, against the resolution of the Board under Article 11, may be made by the member
concerned in accordance with the disciplinary regulations in force at the time the offence was
discovered.”
16. Article 10(a)
Rationale:
To define what is meant by “cessation” of a club.
Replace:
“10. The rights of any member shall not be transferrable and shall cease:
(a) On the demise of a member or on the cessation of an Affiliated Club.”
With:
“10. The rights of any member shall not be transferrable and shall cease:
(a) On the demise of a member or on the cessation of an Affiliated Club. Cessation is defined as per
Articles 10(b), 10(c) or 10(d) hereof or failure to hold an Annual General Meeting within a fifteen
month period.”
17. Article 10(d)
Rationale:
Clarify what is meant by “action” in current wording.
Replace:
“10. The rights of any member shall not be transferrable and shall cease:
(d) On being expelled by a resolution of the Committee under Article 7 hereof. No action can be taken
against any member until the time limits and further conditions for an appeal as laid out in Article 8
are complied with.”
With:
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“10. The rights of any member shall not be transferrable and shall cease:
(d) On being expelled by a resolution of the Committee under Article 7 hereof. Cessation of membership
shall not be effective until the time limits and further conditions for an appeal as laid out in Article 8
are complied with.”
18. Article 23(a)
Rationale:
Remove the ambiguity surrounding “such other day” and facilitate the holding of AGMs or EGMs
(but not General Meetings requisitioned by members) on the scheduled date.
Replace:
“23. Conduct of the meeting
a) No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum (as defined at Article 20.b.i.
be present when the meeting proceeds to business. If within half an hour from the time appointed for
the meeting a quorum be not present, the meeting, if convened on the requisition of members of the
Company shall be dissolved. In any other case it shall stand adjourned to the same day in the next
week at the same time and place or such other day in such other place and time as the Chairman
may determine. If at such adjourned meeting a quorum as above defined be not present within
fifteen minutes from the time appointed for holding a meeting, the members present shall be a
quorum.”
With:
“23. Conduct of the meeting
a) No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum (as defined at Article 20.b.i.)
be present when the meeting proceeds to business. If within half an hour from the time appointed for
the meeting a quorum be not present, the meeting, if convened on the requisition of members of the
Company shall be dissolved. In any other case if a quorum as above defined be not present within
forty five minutes from the time appointed for holding a meeting, the members present shall be a
quorum.”
19. Article 24
Rationale:
Clarify the requirement, set by precedent and already implied in the articles, that there must be a
person present for each entitlement to vote and set a minimum voting age of 16. Reinforce the
requirement that only clubs registered at least 6 months in advance of a general meeting are
entitled to vote.
Replace:
“24. Affiliated Clubs with less than 20 members shall be entitled to two votes each at any General
Meeting of the Company. Affiliated Clubs having between 21 and 50 members shall have 3 votes.
Affiliated Clubs having between 51 and 100 members shall have 4 votes. Affiliated Clubs having more
than 100 members shall have 4 votes and 1 extra vote for every 100 members after that. Provincial
Executives and Commissions shall be entitled to two votes each at General Meetings of the Company
In addition every member of the Board shall have a vote at General Meetings of the Company
independent of the voting rights of the Affiliated Club of such Board member.”
With:
“24. Affiliated Clubs, compliant with Article 20(b)(ii) hereof, with less than 20 members shall be
entitled to two votes each at any General Meeting of the Company. Affiliated Clubs having between
21 and 50 members shall have 3 votes. Affiliated Clubs having between 51 and 100 members shall
have 4 votes. Affiliated Clubs having more than 100 members shall have 4 votes and 1 extra vote for
every 100 members after that. Provincial Executives and Commissions shall be entitled to two votes
each at General Meetings of the Company In addition every member of the Board shall have a vote
at General Meetings of the Company independent of the voting rights of the Affiliated Club of such
Board member. Pursuant to Article 20(b)(iii) hereof a member may only cast one vote for each
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Affiliated Club, Provincial Executive or Commission(s) of which they are a member, in addition
those casting votes must be at least 16 years old as at the date of the General Meeting.”
20. Article 40
Rationale:
To reflect the increase in the number of Directors from six to eight.
Replace:
“40. The quorum for meetings of the Board shall be three of the directors.”
With:
“40. The quorum for meetings of the Board shall be three of the directors where the number of
director is six or less, in all other cases the quorum for meetings of the Board shall be four of the
directors.”
21. Article 55
Rationale:
To reflect the principle that the majority rules in making Board decisions and in keeping with article
39 – “Questions arising at the meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes”.
Replace:
“55. A resolution in writing, signed by all the members of the Board for the time being entitled to
receive the notice of a meeting of the Board, shall be as valid as if it had been passed at a meeting of
the Board duly convened.”
With:
“55. A resolution in writing, signed by a majority of the Board for the time being entitled to receive
the notice of a meeting of the Board, shall be as valid as if it had been passed at a meeting of the
Board duly convened.”
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Motions Submitted
22. One-day Licences (Cycling Ireland Board)
That current rule G1.15:
“An appropriate One Day Licence will permit the holder to participate as a rider in Cycling Ireland
Events – excluding Criteriums, Stage Races & all National Championships; or as an official. This
satisfies the requirements of rule T1. Such licence grants the holder membership of Cycling Ireland for
insurance purposes only, in respect of that event only.”
Be replaced with:
An appropriate One Day Licence will permit the holder to participate as a rider in Cycling Ireland
Event, excluding: Criteriums, Stage Races, National Championships or open races on or after 01st
April each year. Officials may take out a One Day Licence at any time. Such One Day Licences fulfil
the requirements of rule T1 and grants the holder membership of Cycling Ireland for insurance
purposes only, in respect of that event only.”
And add an additional rule under G1:
“Members of a Cycling Ireland affiliated club holding a club competition licence may participate in
Open Races promoted by the club of which they are a member.”
23. Membership Effective from 01st October (Cuchulainn CC)
That members can join or renew their annual licence from 01st October of the previous year.
24. Number Plate for Off-road Members (Cuchulainn CC)
That all off-road members are issued with a number plate for the duration of the season.
25. PR Position at Board Level (Cuchulainn CC)
That a PR position is created at board level within Cycling Ireland to raise the profile of cycling
amongst the general public and amongst the membership.
26. Championship Fees (Cuchulainn CC)
That the current fees for running national championships are abolished and a small grant is given to
any club promoting a national championship event.
27. Hall of Fame (Cuchulainn CC)
A hall of fame is created to recognise members past and present that have made an outstanding
contribution to Irish Cycling both in and out of competition.
28. Youth and Junior Riders in Higher Classification Events (Cycling Munster)
Replace rule T4.A3.6:
“With written permission of the appropriate Development Coach, youth and junior development
squad riders may be allowed to compete in higher classification events. This written permission must
be presented to the race Commissaire prior to the start of the event if requested. These riders will still
be subject to their appropriate gear restriction.”
With:
“With written permission of the appropriate Provincial Development Coach, youth and junior
development squad riders may be allowed to compete in higher classification events. This written
permission must be presented to the race Commissaire prior to the start of the event if requested.
These riders will still be subject to their appropriate gear restriction.”
Presentations
29. Coaching update by Ms. Rachel Ormrod, Coach Education Officer.
30. Business update by Mr, Geoff Liffey, CEO and Acting High Performance Director.
Discussion Forums
31. Proposals for consideration on grading, road race safety by Road Commission.
32. Proposals for consideration on the structure of Commissions by Cycling Ireland Board.
Other
33. Close of meeting.
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Standing Orders for 2012 Cycling Ireland AGM
1. Only club delegates and persons invited by the Chairman may address the meeting.
2. A motion can only be moved by a representative of the Member as defined in the Articles of
Association 2 (a) to (g) inclusive who proposed the motion.
3. A motion or amendment shall be seconded immediately after the mover’s speech and
before any discussion is permitted.
4. A motion or amendment shall not be withdrawn if delegates from two or more affiliated
clubs object to such.
5. A speaker shall not speak more than once in debate on any motion or amendment except in
the following circumstances:
a. A seconder may reserve their speech until later in the discussion providing the
seconding is purely formal;
b. The mover of the motion shall be entitled to reply to the debate on the motion;
c. The movers of any amendment and the original motion shall be entitled to reply in
that order at the end of the discussion on each amendment and before voting
takes place;
d. By permission of the Chairman where an explanation, information or correction is
necessary.
6. In reply to debate the movers must confine themselves to answering previous speakers and
must not introduce new matters into the discussion.
7. Speakers may be limited to three minutes for the mover of the motion, two minutes for the
mover of the amendment and one minute for other speakers.
8. If more than one amendment is proposed to the original motion they shall be set against the
motion in their order in the final agenda. If an amendment is carried, then the motion, as
amended, shall become the substantive motion.
9. A decision shall not be rescinded or amended at the same meeting by any subsequent
motion.
10. It shall be competent for any delegate, who has not taken part in the debate, to move
formally:
a. That the question be put;
b. That the meeting proceed with the next business;
c. That the debate (or meeting) be adjourned;
d. The previous question
11. The vote on such motion shall be taken immediately without discussion - if the motion that
the question be now put is carried.
12. Any person ruled out of order by the Chairman will cease speaking and resume their seat.
13. Any person who, having been ruled out of order by the Chairman, refuses to comply with
these Standing Orders will be expelled from the meeting.
14. The meeting shall, on a motion duly moved and seconded, and with the consent of not less
than two-thirds of the delegates voting, suspend such provisions of these Standing Orders
as shall be specified by the motion. In moving any such motion, the mover shall state the
purpose for which the suspension is sought and the motion shall be put to the meeting
without discussion.
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Minutes of the 23rd A.G.M.
Saturday 12th November 2011.
Radisson Blu Hotel, Golden Lane, Dublin 8
As there was not a quorum at the appointed hour for the commencement of the meeting the
Chairman invoked Art 23 of the Articles and Memorandum in that the meeting stand suspended
until 11.30 when it would re convene. A quorum was still not present at the new appointed hour
nevertheless the Art. as referred to above allows for the commencement of the meeting with those
in attendance deemed to be a quorum. The Chairman declared the meeting formally opened at
11.50 AM.
1) President’s Address
The President in opening his address asked the members to stand for a minute’s silence to
acknowledge the friends and colleagues who had died during the year.
During his address he highlighted the following.
Board’s responsibilities in relation to clause 2a of the Memos of CI..
How the Board work in line with the Strategy Document and why there was a need to update the
current Strategy Document midterm.
The increase in Board resources - booklets, Corkagh Park, MTB downhill track in Kerry, designated
BMX track at Ratoath etc.
Lakeside Whs and the overwhelming success of their involvement with the Sprocket Rocket
programme.
The expansion of the Sprocket Rocket programme into Ulster.
H.P.- acknowledgement of the work of Phil Leigh the previous HPD, the Paracycling successes,
The appointment of the Olympic and Paralympic managers and best wishes to them and the
selected riders.
Acknowledged the weaknesses with communication within CI. and steps to be taken to address
these.
The need for Child Protection Officers in every club.
Problems with the operating of some commissions and the need to revisit the Commission
Operating Document.
The need to revisit the CI Complaints Procedures with the aim of streamlining this.
The need to update the Articles and Memorandums of CI.
Wishing every success to our Paracycling and able-bodied cyclists at London 2012 Olympics under
the management of Denis Toomey and Martin O’Loughlin respectively.
Thanks to the staff, Board sponsors and funding partners and all the volunteers and members who
make CI such a vibrant organisation.

2) Standing Orders.
These were accepted by the meeting on the proposal of Sam D’Arcy and seconded by Martin
O’Loughlin.
Ordinary Business.
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3) Minutes of the 2010 AGM.
These were accepted on the proposal of Marian Lamb seconded by Declan Byrne with no queries
raised.
4) Directors Report.
In moving to points 4) and 5) which were taken together the President acknowledged the presence
of Mairead O’Connell (Grant Thornton) in the room and the support from the company to Irish
cycling.
This was presented by the Hon. Treasurer Sam McArdle and is contained within the Congress
Manual.
5) Audited Financial Statements for 2010.
These were presented by the Hon. Treasurer Sam McArdle and are contained within the Congress
Manual. There were no points raised regarding these statements.
6) Income and Expenditure Accounts to 30th. Sept. 2011.
These were presented by the Hon. Treasurer Sam McArdle and are contained within the Congress
Manual.
At the conclusion of the financial presentations points were raised in respect of the Youth
Commission budget as the figures quoted were not in line with the money handled by the
commission treasurer Gerard Campbell. The President undertook to clear this with Gerard outside
the AGM. Other points were made regarding what appeared to be a high expenditure in respect of
the CI website and the possible ongoing costs if the Fruitfield Project (indoor training track at
Tallaght). Items 5) and 6) were accepted on the proposal of Mick Lawless seconded by Maurice
McAllister.
7) Membership Fees for 2012 and 2013.
The proposed fees for 2012 are contained within the Congress Manual and were proposed by the
Hon. Treasurer Sam McArdle and seconded by Jack Watson. These provoked a prolonged discussion
and on being put to the meeting the proposal was lost. The proposed Open Event levy of €50 was
also proposed by the Hon. Treasurer and seconded by Valerie Considine but following discussion this
was also lost. However an amendment that the 2011 membership fees in respect of all senior
members be increased by €5 and the sponsored club levy be removed was proposed by Tommy
Lamb and seconded by Ian Mellor. This was accepted by the President and being put to the meeting
was accepted as the substantive motion in respect of the 2012 fees. This was subsequently passed.
8) Appointment of 2011 Auditors.
Grant Thornton were re appointed as the auditors on the proposal of Declan Byrne and seconded by
Gerard Campbell
9) Reports.
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It was accepted that the reports, which are contained within the Congress Manual, would be taken
as read unless the delegates or presenter wished otherwise.
a) Youth Commission.
The report was accepted on the proposal of Anto Moran and seconded by Mick Lawless.
b) Off Road Commission.
The report was accepted on the proposal of Morgan O’Connell and seconded by Ritchie Byrne.
The President complimented the commission on the methodical way they got on with running and
promoting MTB. It was noted that the first BMX event on the new Ratoath facility was scheduled for
27th Nov. and entries were coming in very fast.
c) Track Commission.
The report was accepted on the proposal of Mick Lawless and seconded by Sam D’Arcy. The
President complemented the commission on the work carried out by it during the year.
d) Women’s Commission.
This report was accepted on the proposal of Michelle Lawless seconded by Sam D’Arcy. The question
was raised as to the success or otherwise of Ras na mBan being upgraded from a 3 to a 5 day. Valerie
Considine gave a detailed reply to this. Anto Moran as the liaison person appointed by the Board to
the commission congratulated the commission on the year’s achievements.
e) Paralympic Commission.
This report was accepted on the proposal of Marian Lamb seconded by Terry Cromer. The President
congratulated the commission on their achievements in qualifying so many places for London 2012
and their World Cup and World Championship successes.
f) Road Commission Report.
As there had been a number of resignations from the commission including the chairman and
secretary there was no report. Maurice McAllister, a member of the commission gave his view of
what he feels are the responsibilities of the commission. He had attempted to call an AGM but the
support had not been forthcoming on the day. The President asked him to have another try at calling
this again.
g) Anti-Doping Report.
This report was accepted on the proposal of Sean McNicholl and seconded by Dennis Toomey. At the
request of one of the delegates Declan Byrne gave an overview of the SIMON on line scheme and
also mentioned some points on the similar ADAMS scheme. The President acknowledged the
standing of Declan Byrne and Jack Watson within the anti-doping field in that they would both be
working as Doping Control Officers at the forthcoming London Olympics.
h) College of Commissaires Report.
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This report was accepted on the proposal of Liam Walker and seconded by Marian Lamb. Dany
Blondeel asked if something more formal could be done to compensate those commissaires who
were out of pocket on a regular basis due to travel costs in getting to their appointments. Jack
Watson explained the historical background to the fee structure and Eddy Keogh explained what
happened in Munster. The chairman of Cycling Ulster gave an undertaking that the problem would
be looked at by the Cycling Ulster Executive
i) Coaching Update.
The very professional and detailed power point presentation given by the Coach Education Officer
Rachel Ormrod was very well received by all the delegates and this was accepted on the proposal of
Valerie Considine and seconded by Maurice McAllister. Questions were raised and answered
regarding the availability to clubs of the numerous documents now available from CI and also the
fees payable to those other organisations, BC and SCU, with whom CI had signed partnership
agreements
10) Election of Honorary President.
For the election of the President the outgoing President invited Vice President Jack Watson to take
the chair. The current incumbent Rory Wyley was the only nomination for the post and the acting
chairman gave a brief overview of his commitment to the role. He was elected for a further two year
term by acclamation.
11) Election of Two Board Members.
As one of the vice presidents, Orla Hendron, had indicated that she did not wish to run for the Board
for a further term the President complemented her on her work and commitment during her time
on the Board and the fact that she was going to carry on as the National Child Protection Officer.
However he went on to stress his and the Board’s disappointment that with an increasing woman’s
membership that no woman come forward to run for one of the Board vacancies. Orla formally
replied to the President’s comments.
The four persons nominated Messrs McGlynn, Horgan, Byrne and Moran were invited by the
President to make a short presentation, maximum 3 minutes, to the delegates prior to the election
and this was taken up by all four.
Following the election Messrs Moran and Horgan were declared elected and both were
congratulated by the President and he also thanked the other two nominees for making themselves
available.

General Business.
12) Business and Strategy Update.
Chief Executive Officer Geoff Liffey made a very detailed presentation which can be found in the
Congress Manual. This provoked a very active discussion from the delegates.
Motions – Special Business
Prior to the resolution being put to the meeting the President gave an overview of the need for
these and the thinking behind them. He also emphasised that as special resolutions these required a
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75% majority before these could be enacted and would be subject to approval by the Revenue
Commissioners and acceptance by the CRO (Companies Registration Office)
13) To amend the Memorandum of Association as required by the (former) Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Employment, submitted by the Board of Cycling Ireland.
This change is required as Cycling Ireland has dispensation (under section 24 of the Companies Act
1963) not to use the word “Limited” in its name and power to grant such dispensation now lies with
the Registrar of Companies.

The motion is to replace current clauses 7 and 8 of the Memorandum of Association:
7.

“No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made to or in the regulations contained
in the Memorandum or in the Articles of Association for the time being in force, unless
the same shall have been previously submitted to and approved by the Minister for
Enterprise Trade and Employment and the Revenue Commissioners.

8.

The third and seventh paragraphs of this Memorandum contain the conditions on which
a licence is granted by the Minister for Industry and Commerce to the Company in
pursuance of Section 24 of the Companies Act, 1963.”

With:
7.

“No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made to or in the regulations contained
in the Memorandum or in the Articles of Association for the time being in force, unless
the same shall have been previously submitted to and approved by the Revenue
Commissioners.

8.

No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made to the objects of the Company,
such that there would be non-compliance with the requirements of section 24(1) (a) and
(b) of the Companies Act 1963, as provided for in the provisions of this memorandum of
association for the time being in force unless the same shall have been previously
submitted and approved by the Registrar of Companies.”

This was proposed by the President, seconded by Liam Walker and passed by the appropriate
majority.
It was noted that there was no number 14 on the Order of Business

15) To amend the Articles of Association of Cycling Ireland as below so as to reduce the quorum
requirement from 20% to 5%, submitted by the Board of Cycling Ireland.
This is to reflect actual attendance at recent AGMs.
The motion is to replace current clause 20 b) i of the Memorandum of Association:
“Delegates from 20% of the Company’s Affiliated Clubs present and entitled to vote shall be a
quorum.”
With:
16

“Delegates from 5% of the Company’s Affiliated Clubs present and entitled to vote shall be a
quorum.”
This was proposed by the President, seconded by Michelle Lawless and after some discussion passed
by the appropriate majority.
16 )To amend the Articles of Association of Cycling Ireland as below so as to expand the Board
membership by two, the two additional places being persons co-opted by the Board for their
specialist business skills, submitted by the Board of Cycling Ireland.
The Board feel it would benefit from specialist expertise as the organisation continues to expand.
The motion is to replace current clause 28 of the Memorandum of Association:“The Company shall be administered by a Board of six persons who shall be collectively
described as “the Board of Directors” or “the Board”, who will exercise the powers not reserved
to the General Meeting and who will be members of the categories referred to at (b), (c), (d), (e),
(f) and (g) of Regulation 2 hereof.”
With:
“28 (a) The Company shall be administered by a Board collectively described as “the Board of
Directors” or “the Board”, who will exercise the powers not reserved to the General Meeting.
The Board shall comprise of up to eight persons, six of whom shall be elected as per articles 36
and 37 hereof and who will be members of the categories referred to at (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and
(g) of Regulation 2 hereof. The Board will have the power to appoint up to two persons with
specialist business skills, such persons may be re-appointed on a recommendation of the Board
and with the agreement of the next Annual General Meeting, but thereafter shall not be
required to have their appointment approved and shall not be subject to the requirements of
regulation 36 herein.
28 (b) Any director appointed as a person with specialist business skills may be removed as a
director by a resolution to this effect passed by the directors of the Company. Any director
appointed under the category of a person with specialist business skills shall not be entitled to
vote on any such resolution for the removal as a director of a person of that category.”
And replace current clause 36 of the Memorandum of Association
“At each Annual General Meeting of the Company at least 50% of the Board shall retire by
rotation. The persons who shall retire shall be those who have served a term. If the appropriate
number cannot be decided in this manner or some other manner the person or persons to retire
shall be drawn by lots among the members of the Board, so, however, that at no Annual General
Meeting shall all three holders of Executive Posts retire.”
With
:“At each Annual General Meeting of the Company at least 50% of the Board shall retire by
rotation. The persons who shall retire shall be those who have served a term. If the appropriate
number cannot be decided in this manner or some other manner the person or persons to retire
shall be drawn by lots among the members of the Board, so, however, that at no Annual General
Meeting shall all three holders of Executive Posts retire. The provisions of this regulation shall
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not apply to persons appointed as persons with specialist business skills appointed pursuant to
regulation 28(a), who shall not be required to retire by rotation, whether or not such person
would be a person who might also be a person within a category set out in regulation 2(b) to (g)
inclusive.”
This was proposed by the President, seconded by Jack Watson and after some discussion passed by
the appropriate majority.
17) To amend the Articles of Association of Cycling Ireland as below so as to limit the number of
consecutive terms a Board member may serve to three, submitted by the Board of Cycling Ireland.
The Board’s view is that limiting the number of consecutive terms will increase the rotation of Board
members thereby encouraging new Board members and additional fresh ideas.
The motion is to replace current clause 32 of the Memorandum of Association:
“A person appointed to the Board shall occupy that position for a term or until he shall resign or
cease to be a director of the Company but shall, on the expiry of that term be eligible to seek reelection.”
With:
“Subject to the provisions of regulation 33, a person appointed to the Board shall occupy that
position for a term or until he shall resign or cease to be a director of the Company but shall, on
the expiry of that term be eligible to seek re-election.”
And replace current clause 33 :“There shall be no limitation to the number of terms of office that may be held by persons
appointed to the Board.”
With:
“The maximum number of consecutive terms a Board member may serve is three. A person
having served a maximum of three terms may not seek re-election until the AGM following the
AGM at which he stood down. Terms of office served prior to the Annual General Meeting of
2011 shall not be taken into account in calculating the number of terms served by any director
for the purposes of the application of this regulation.”
This was proposed by the President, seconded by Orla Hendron and after some discussion passed by
the appropriate majority.
Motions – General Resolution
18) That the junior Category be reintroduced as a stand-alone category for 2012, complete with their
own colour numbers and where there is a separate A3 event being staged as part of a promotion,
this is the event in which the juniors compete for prizes. Also there will be no upgrade for the 2 year
duration of their junior status. By Drogheda Wheelers CC
This motion was proposed by Gerard Campbell and seconded by Martin McNally.
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After some discussion it was agreed that an addendum be added to the motion as follows:

“However those riders who are being prepared for a specific event (s) may, with the written
permission of the appropriate performance coach, race in designated events open to A2 riders.”
This was accepted by the delegates and passed.
19) That colour coordinated frame or shoulder numbers or both be issued with all racing licenses for
2012 to assist judges at the races. By Drogheda Wheelers CC
This motion was proposed by Gerard Campbell and seconded by Martin McNally.
After some discussion it was agreed to amend the motion as follows:
“That double back numbers be issued with all racing licenses for 2012.”
This was accepted as the substantive motion and passed.
20) Cycling Ulster propose that the following paragraph is added to Chapter G8 Point 11. A club
promoting an Open Race will also be permitted to run a non-open race on the day of their Open
promotion regardless of the day of the week. This supporting event will be held for a group of riders
defined by the promoting club. By Cycling Ulster
This motion was proposed by Tommy Lamb and seconded by Maurice McAllister
During the discussion concern was raised that the use of the word “defined” was too loose and it
was agreed that the motion be amended to:
“Cycling Ulster propose that the following paragraph is added to Chapter G8 Point 11. A club
promoting an Open Race will also be permitted to run non-open races on the day of their Open
promotion regardless of the day of the week in respect of 50+ riders and women.”
This was accepted as the substantive motion and passed.
21) As there were no delegates from Curran Racing in attendance to move the motion it was lost.
Other.
22) AOB.
Marian Lamb raised the subject of the necessity for all coaches, officials working with youth riders
etc. to obtain Access NI clearance to reflect the all island inclusiveness of CI.
Mick Lawless acknowledged the work of the CEO Geoff Liffey and this was greeted by acclamation.
23) Close of Meeting.
As there was no further business the President thanked the delegates for their attendance and
wished them a safe journey home and the meeting closed at 16:15.
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2013 Fees Proposed
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Road Commission Report
Introduction
It is widely acknowledged that physical activity and sports participation contributes to health and
wellbeing. Sport also brings a great array of societal and economic benefits.
However a substantial amount of these health benefits may be lost due to sport related injuries. A
wider application of proven effective measures to increase safety in sport preventing injuries along
with promotion of the health gains need to become more strongly interconnected in order to
provide the maximum gains from sport. Promoting sport and improving safety in sport are two sides
of the same coin and thus should be better combined in policy and actions.
While the benefits of sports participation are obvious and well publicised – the unwanted side
effects and societal costs due to injury are less well acknowledged. It needs to be taken into account
that injuries can damage directly investment into the sport and investments in athletes and their
results in competition. At amateur level, injury may deter people from engaging in the particular
sport and it is one of the reasons why people stop participating completely. It is however reasonable
to accept that a certain amount of risk is inherent in every sport especially in cycling, this can be
lowered by appropriate prevention measures, which results in a greater balance of health gains and
a higher chance of motivating people to stay or become involved in the sport.
It is for these very reasons that the 2012 Road Commission members decided to concentrate its
efforts on dealing with the safety aspects of road racing in Ireland with the aim of providing the
racing membership with a safe as possible racing environment.
Safety Proposals
Several changes are being recommended across the spectrum of road racing and are detailed below,
however It’s been a serious concern of the commission that A4 racing needs some fundamental
changes in order to improve the safety of competitors, and that new entrants to the sport have
some experience of racing before being given the opportunity to enter open races. The following
recommendations have been forwarded to the board for discussion and consideration.

1 A4 Competition
No new entrant to cycle racing receives an A4 license. The first license issued to them must be a club
competition license, and when they have completed six events at that level only then will they be
eligible for an A4 license. Proof of completed club competition will need to be supplied from the
applicant’s club secretary.
No A4 licenses are to be issued to un-attached riders.
No one day licenses are to be provided at A4 races.
2 Road Race Promotion initial application procedure.
After long discussion it is a recommendation of the commission that the following criteria be put in
place for all race promoters/applicants before being included on the Cycling Ireland racing calendar.
2.1. An application form stating the following;
A. Date of the proposed race/races.
B. The name of the proposed race/races.
C. The name of the organising club or Cycle promotion group.
D. The name of the race director of race/races.
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E. A route risk assessment for the race/races. The route risk assessment may be based on the
Cycling Ireland template or a version the race organiser has developed, provided it is equivalent to
the Cycling Ireland framework.
F. A certificate signed and stamped indicating that the route risk assessment for the race/races
has been received and accepted by the following;
1. An Garda Siochana / PSNI
2. Appropriate Local Authority/Authorities. I.E Town/City/Co. Council,
3. Ambulance provider indicating the provision of ambulance cover.
G. Commissaires Fees for each race to accompany the application. The scale of these fees is to
be agreed between the provincial Executives and the College of Commissaires. This figure is to be
reviewed at the Cycling Ireland AGM annually. The Commissaires will then be paid out by Cycling
Ireland on receipt of the Commissaires race report.
It envisaged by the commission that this is to be a starting point and a solid base on which to build
and improve the safe promotion of road racing in Ireland, as it is our view that in the not too distant
future this will become a enforced requirement and it is of benefit to ALL road racers and race
organisers that these measures be adopted now in advance of such an enforcement.
3 Racing Categories
Recommendations have been forwarded to the board for discussion and proposal at the Cycling
Ireland AGM 2012 with regard to changes to the issuing of licenses to the various categories with the
intention of increasing competition and race entries at all levels.
The A4 category when introduced was intended to be entry level to allow new entrants the
opportunity to learn racing, this has been a huge success but has now morphed into a full blown
racing category which it was never intended to be. This needs to be addressed and it is hoped that
our proposals will be adopted.
4 National Road Race Championships
The commission would like to congratulate Clonmel Cycling Club on its promotion of a safe and
successful event in June; however it is of concern that no club has yet been appointed for the 2013
Road Race Championships. It is a requirement that the National Road Championships will
sequentially rotate around the four provinces, Cycling Leinster being the promoting province for
2013, and that an application be submitted two years in advance of each promotion. However this
hasn’t occurred for 2013. It is hoped that the incoming Road Commission will address matter
further.
5 Acknowledgements
The members of the commission wish to acknowledge and thank Eddie Keogh for his guidance and
assistance over the past year in his capacity as Cycling Ireland Board Liaison and also thank him for
the enthusiasm he has shown during his tenure on the board of Cycling Ireland. We wish him well in
his retirement, as he steps down from his position in November.
On behalf of Cycling Ireland Road Commission
Darren Byrne
Honorary Secretary
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Off Road Commission Report
Introduction
2012 saw continued growth in off-road riding in Ireland. There were strong attendances at all rounds
of the cross-country and downhill national series. The first Irish Enduro series took place and was a
runaway success. BMX has seen extraordinary growth since it’s recent reintroduction. Further details
can be found in the individual reports below. These developments are hugely positive and suggest a
bright future for off-road riding in Ireland. However, off-road riding, mountainbiking in particular,
also faces some serious challenges.
2012 also saw the publication of Coillte's Offroad Strategy, setting out plans for the construction of
national, regional and club-built mountainbiking trails. While including some very welcome
developments this strategy fails to address the fundamental issue of the Coillte "by-laws". These
rules stipulate that mountain bikers are forbidden to ride on land managed by Coillte except on
authorized trails or under licence. It is clear to anyone involved in this sport that virtually all riders
are in contravention of this rule and Coillte are well aware of this fact. While they are not acting
upon it today there is no guarantee they will not do so in future. The Offroad Strategy makes it clear
that Coillte have no intention of changing these rules. They have the right to enforce them at any
time, as evidenced by the forced cancellation of the recent MTB Rendezvous social gathering in
Glencree. It is not acceptable for mountainbikers to have this threat hanging over them.
It is my opinion that this approach is totally misguided. While acknowledging that Coillte desires to
have rules in place to manage state lands effectively, it would be much more effective to PERMIT
mountainbiking on a general basis and only restrict it in specific areas where there is a specific need the exact opposite of the current situation. Since early 2012, Coillte have displayed a lack of interest
in dealing with and taking input from the Offroad Commission despite our hard work and efforts
over several years to engage in dialogue, build a working relationship and campaign for access for
mountainbikers (highlighted by the resignation of Sean Herlihy, our Trails and Access officer, this
year). The current closed-minded attitude towards mountain biking is a serious hindrance the
development of the sport, both for Irish riders and visitors to these shores. It is imperative that a
solution to the current impasse be found.
Cross Country Report
The XC season kicked-off in fine style with the Biking Blitz series from Biking.ie, closely followed by
the first two rounds of the Leinster XC League with Team WORC and Racing795 both in excellent
venues with great attendances and racing.
The Munster and Ulster XC leagues enjoyed good success this year with several events in various
locations per province.
The XC NPS was hosted by MBCC, XMTB, Cuchulainn, Killarney CC and Carn Wheelers, overall
attendance on average was marginally down (approx. 9%) on 2011 numbers, with rising fuel costs
cited as a significant contributor.
The discovery of of P.ramorum tree-virus in Moneyscalp forest led to the cancellation of the XC
National Championships in nearby Tollymore. Robin Seymour and Team WORC stepped in at short
notice to hold the XC Champs at Djouce Woods, Co. Wicklow. The National XC Marathon Champs
were held by Team Ballyhoura in Ballyhoura, with both events showing excellent organisation and
were well attended and received by the competitors, Team Ballyhoura also hosted the National
Singlespeed Champs in June.
Other events of note included the Bull Raid and ever-popular Cooley Thriller held by Cuchulainn 24

them along with Team Ballyhoura being a very busy and active club on the MTB event scene!
The Enduro events are mentioned below but special thanks goes out to Glyn O’Brien and Niall Davis
and their respective crews of diggers and helpers for an outstandingly successful introduction of this
XC/DH hybrid which attracts XC riders, DH riders and casual “non-racer” riders in very significant
quantities.
In related events, MADMTB will be hosting their “King of ThreeRock” event on 13th/14th October
which promises to be every bit as fun as this year’s gravity-endure series.
Downhill Report
First thing first I'd like to Thank Rory O'Keefe and Dave Morgan for saving the series as it was looking
like there was going to be no DH series in Ireland before they stepped in. They took over the series in
November last year and launched it as the CRC IDMS after Chain Reaction Cycles put in €10,000 as
sponsorship hence getting the naming rights.
Then Blast Gate happened and it was looking like Coillte were going to pull the plug on ALL downhill
in Ireland but with a lot of hard work from Rory and Sean Herlihy they managed to secure the 6
venues needed for the series.
The plus side of Blast Gate was the formation of Fairymount Farm DH in North Tipperary which is
going from strength to strength and is planning a bunch of new trails with Rowan Sorrell as trail
builder for next year and they have committed to running at least 2 races next year already.
Back to the IDMS and over the 5 races covering 1 new venue, Mt Leinster established favourites
Carrick and Rosstrevor as well as Bree and Yellow water made up the series, each with their own
problems and plus's. There was an average of 175 rider per race, UP from 148 for 2011. The catch
with these figures was there was only 331 riders competed compared to 361 in 2011 so there was a
bigger core group of riders but less overall. The IDMS also introduced a number of improvements in
all aspects of the races such as introducing a mobile medic at all races on top of the two ambulances
we already had in most places, the online pre-entry was a mixed bag, great idea as it gets the money
in beforehand and also lets the organisers know how many riders they are dealing with but the €70
entry fee if let till the last minute to enter was a bit steep and put a lot of riders off.
In the Elites it was Greg Callaghan taking the win overall with 3 wins followed by Ewan Doherty and
Ben Reid with one each.
The National Champs was held in the New Venue of Clonmel after sorting out the access issues with
Coillte and 2 other landowners, as well as a new track there was a new uplift system Introduced here
with 2x40 bike trailers build for the event which meant riders were brought to the top as soon as
they arrived at the pickup point so no waiting for the 183 riders that competed. Ewan Doherty took
the win on the day and became National Champ as did Miriam Haskins in the women’s.
The other BIG news was the Introduction of the Gravity Enduro series setup by Niall Davis which was
a BIG success with a total of 493 competitors in total with an average of 222 riders a race including
the best endure riders in the world with the likes of Joe Barnes, Jerome Clementz, Rene Wildhaber
and Tracey Mosley among the top class elite riders trying it out and all giving glowing report as did
Dirt Mag when they made the trip over for the round in Ticknock, the tag timing and not having
transition times seemed to go down well for the majority and this series will only get bigger next
year with the extra 3 months Niall has to plan it.
In the Elites Joe Barnes came over for a look at round one in Djouce and likes the series so much he
raced another 2 as well taking the win in 3 races but it was Greg Callaghan showing his all-round
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skills and consistency to take the overall win with his win in Ballyhoura.
Niall already has his dates and Venues set and they are...






Round 1 - 20th/21st April, Carrick, Co. Wicklow
Round 2 - 18th/19th May, Ballyhoura, Co. Limerick
Round 3 - 15th/16th June, Ticknock, Co. Dublin
Series Championships - 10th/11th August, Ballinastoe, Co. Wicklow
Round 4 - 7th/8th September, Djouce, Co. Wicklow

There will also be a Youth (u-16) class introduced for next year using the full course which will be a
toughie for the young lads.
Will this take from the Downhill series next year? The answer would have to be a definite yes but the
biggest participation rates in Off-road cycling are in BMX and Downhill so that’s what the kids want
to do as they are fast paced exciting sports. There are plenty moves regarding new private DH
venues across the country and lots of positive moved being made on the back of that giving the
series organisers the headache of choosing Venues as opposed to last year searching for anywhere
to have a race.
Now for 2013 DH wise, Rory and Dave are pulling out of running the series so it is back to Cycling
Ireland and the clubs to run the DH races next year, there is a lot of good motions and Ideas about
the series so we should take the best of these on board, try to centralise the series as much as
possible, especially when dealing with Coillte but also to pull in sponsors as a full series looks better
than just one race and it does look better to outsiders for the whole series of races to have a more
professional look and feel.
BMX Report (2012 HIGHLIGHTS)
RATOATH BMX
 In the 11 months since Ratoath’s birth their membership numbers have swelled to over 550,
mostly youth (under 16) and OAP’s (35 years +).
 Ratoath is the now the Biggest Cycling Club of any kind in Ireland by a factor of two or more. It is
also the largest BMX Club in Europe.
 The Ratoath BMX facility now features three tracks, the main National Standard Track, kids
learning track and the newly completed pump track.
 Plans to upgrade the Main Track during 2013 are under way.
CHERRY ORCHARD BMX
 Cherry Orchard has had massive throughput and has been prolific in running league races.
 Designated practice / training nights have had a huge increase in rider skill level.
 British Cycling BMX coaches such as Dylan Clayton have been to coach Irish riders, more visits
are planned.
 Cherry Orchard have been instrumental in introducing new riders not only to BMX but cycling in
general through such organisations as the Ballyfermot Youth Services.
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2012 NATIONAL SERIES
The 2012 Irish National BMX Series was held over 7 rounds at both the Ratoath and Cherry Orchard
facilities.
230 riders from 4 to 50 years old competed in the Series – pretty good for only 500 meters of track
in the entire country.
National Plates were presented to the top three riders in 14 different age categories.
RIDER DEVELOPMENT
Development trips with a 20 rider squad were taken to 4 rounds of the UK Nationals to compete in a
650+ strong field, highlights were a podium by 5 year old Corey Waller and A-Final’s by both Alison
Murphy and 45 year old Steve Bell.
PROMOTION
BMX Racing has had a lot of media attention in 2012 from the likes of TV3, RTE and the Irish Times
resulting in two TV slots, a few lengthy radio pieces and numerous print articles. See
www.bmxireland.ie/category/media/ for details.
BMX Ireland has developed a world class website through which we get a huge amount of enquires
on how to get into the sport. The site is now a one stop shop for all the information an Irish BMX
rider or potential rider needs.
2013 GOALS
The main aim for 2013 is to grow our numbers with the introduction of new tracks and an
expanded National Series.
NEW TRACKS
A strategic plan and spec. for new track development is currently under way. The plan will bring
together a team of experienced designers and builders from both Ireland and the UK with a highly
detailed material and building specification. Newly planned tracks in Lucan and Newry will be
operational in early 2013. We hope to see more in Naas, Tullamore, Limerick, Cork and Dundalk
which are all in early planning stages.
While we are slowly making progress on new tracks, a major concern we have is finding volunteers
to help run clubs at these new tracks, so if any of the MTB’ers are from these areas and fancy being
involved in the raddest, baddest and maddest cycle sport on the planet and also want to help
generate the future stars of Irish Cycling please contact us.
Two new clubs have recently been formed, Newry BMX and Tullamore BMX.
2013 NATIONAL SERIES
With the addition of new tracks (hopefully) for the 2013 season we should see a more diverse
National
Series next year. It should also have a more “National” feel.
The plan is to add more races to the series, adjust the age groups and maybe add a Payback
category.
2013 RIDER DEVELOPMENT
More trips are planned to the UK Nationals, hopefully in larger numbers.
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A trip to the National Cycling Centre in Manchester for coached sessions is planned.
Kelvin Batey, Ireland’s only Elite rider will be teaching at both Ratoath and Cherry Orchard
(dates to be announced soon).
There are also plans for the future to form an Irish Talent Team.
Development Squad Report
I took over in April this year from Damien Duggan after the season had stated and a squad already in
place with a full race season already mapped out for most of the riders. I added an additional 2
riders after speaking with Damien so the development squad consisted of a total of 8 riders including
4 Juniors, 3 Youth & 1 Juvenile.
Juniors





Christopher McGlinchy (Chainreactioncycles)
Dan Sheridan (Epic DH)
Cameron Cornforth (021 Racing)
Stephen McCormack (Epic DH)

Under 16




Ben Kennedy (EPIC DH)
Luke Cornforth (021 Racing)
Jacob Dickson (Plush)

Under 14


Jack Crowley (021 Racing)

Development Squad Programme
The Development programme’s main objective is to develop riders with the aim of them getting to a
world cup level. This involves not only developing riders existing race skills & strengths but
improving their technical riding/handling and teaching them how to prepare for racing at high
performance level both physically & mentally.
2012 Plan
All riders were contacted in April and given a questionnaire (As per international coach advice)
asking what they were doing at present regarding training programmes, racing plan, nutrition
knowledge, mental preparation & motivation levels.
With the information supplied and budget in place the squad were able to compete in the full NPS
series in Ireland, British Rounds, World Cups (selected Junior riders) & World Championships.
Squad members completed fitness tests in Trinity College at the start of the season to assess their
fitness and will have another after the season ends which can show how they are doing after a full
race season, the information on these test and information supplied from the riders existing training
plans are then being used to prepare individual winter training programmes.
Throughout the year squad member have been contacted and helped with training plans, nutritional
information, race preparation information before during and after a race.
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Race Results
National Championships
1st place Junior
2nd place Junior
3rd place Junior
4th Place Junior
1st place Youth
2nd Place Youth
2nd Place Juvenile
Injured

Christopher McGlinchy
Dan Sheridan
Cameron Corforth
Stephen McCormack
Luke Cornforth
Jacob Dickson
Jack Crowley
Ben Kennedy

IDMS Overall
14th overall Elite
9th overall Elite
7th overall Elite
1st overall Junior
1st overall youth
2nd overall youth
4th overall youth
1st overall juvenile

Christopher McGlinchy
Dan Sheridan
Cameron Corforth
Stephen McCormack
Jacob Dickson
Ben Kennedy
Luke Cornforth
Jack Crowley

competing in 2 of 5 rds
competing in 2 of 5 rds
competing in 4 or 5 rds
1st in all 5 rounds
competing in 4 of 5 rd
competing in 4 of 5rds
competing in 3 of 5rds
1st in 4 of 5 rounds

BDS
12th overall Junior
9th overall Junior
18th overall Junior
29th overall Junior
6th overall youth
28th overall youth
22nd overall youth
12th overall Juvenile

Christopher McGlinchy
Dan Sheridan
Cameron Corthforth
Stephen McCormack
Jacob Dickson
Ben Kennedy
Luke Cornforth
Jack Crowley

competing in 3 of 5 rounds
5th in round 3
1st year junior/ 4 of 5 rounds
1st year Junior/ 2 of 5 rounds
1st year Youth/ 4th place in rd4
competing in 2 of 5 rounds
competing in 3 of 5 rounds
5th in round 2/ 1 of 5rds

World Championships
- Dan Sheridan: Seeded 30th / 4th fastest on speed trap / finished 57th with a heavy crash & lost his
chain.
- Cameron Cornforth: Seeded 51st knocked almost 4 seconds off his time with a puncture finishing
47th
- Stephen McCormack: Seeded 56th knocked over 10 seconds off run finishing 39th (1st
international race)
Other results
- Dan Sheridan: 1st in Crankworx Canadian Open (Seeded 30th at world championships)
- Christopher McGlinchy: 5th in Gravity series Windham in pro class
There were several injuries this year but overall the riders have improved, gained valuable
Experience which they will put to full use in 2013.
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Track Commission Report
Coming to the end of my term as commission chairman I look back at what has happened in Irish
tack racing during those last 2 years. It appears in this Olympic/Paralympic year this was when many
firsts were to occur not just on the track but in the big picture of the profile of cycling as a top sport
in Ireland. Caroline Ryan won Bronze at the World Championships in Melbourne in April. This was
the first medal at a Track Worlds in modern times. Martyn Irvine qualified 1 of the 8 European slots
for the Olympic Omnium in probably the toughest gruelling qualification process devised, edging out
many riders from the long established track nations. However the Paralympic cyclists were to climb
to the top of the ladder with 2 world champions a silver and bronze at the Track Worlds and a Silver
at the London Paralympics, our first Irish cycling medal at Olympic/Paralympic level ever. Catherine
and Fran went on to win a Bronze at the road TT to bring the total cycling medals to 5 with Mark's
double Gold and James and Damien's Bronze. I had the pleasure of being part of the squad and am
immensely proud of their achievements along with the rest of the country. I would particularly like
to thank all the members of the Track Commission for all their help and support during the build-up
to the games. The squad had weekly training sessions at Sundrive for 2 months before travelling to
the games. Everyone played a part in helping to make them the most successful Irish team ever.
The Track Commission has been preparing over the last few year by providing well run
Championships and one day events that have brought riders up to a standard of competing on the
world stage and winning. This year, the number of full championships has expanded to 14, with the
introduction of the Omnium, the Men's Keirin and Women's Team Sprint to Championship level. It
was particularly satisfying to see 28 riders sign on for the Keirin champs providing an afternoon of
very exciting racing.
The London Olympics and Paralympics promoted a new found interest in track racing with many new
faces turning up at a time of the year when the track season is usually packing up. However in a
summer which has been defined as the wettest ever we have had some of the most popular league
racing in Sundrive ever. A the final night of the Spring/Summer league there were over 70 people in
attendance. The rain may have fallen in abundance but all but 2 league events were run on the
designated day.
The Track Commission runs at Sundrive 70 days of organised training, 17 championships and in
previous years exclusively ran the Sundrive Track League. This is a huge work load and the Track
Commission has to now delegate the running responsibility of some of the weekly events. This has
also put huge demands on the time of commission members so it was decided this year to pass the
running of the league over to the participating clubs. Last year Hugh Byrne put together a
programme of racing to tie in with the various championships which was largely successful. There
was some refinement this year due to more C riders and less underage but a legacy system of
templates and files are in place for any club to be involved. Next year it should be possible for the
clubs to become more involved with running the various championships.
This year we had the first Interprovincial with 3 provinces involved in Belfast. The 2nd one in Kanturk
was not a success with only one province travelling and had to be abandoned after a few events due
to track condition. The Track Commission will look at the future of these events and see if there is a
better format to get support from all Provinces.
Orangefield and Kanturk continue to provide local racing and training and there is a separate report
from Ulster detailing their year.
We still don't have an indoor Velodrome and this came to general public focus during both the
Olympic and Paralympic Games. Early this year there was a plan to put a 200m training track in a
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disused factory in Tallaght which had got to an advanced stage before running into serious red tape.
The dire state of our economy has been a constant excuse for the various state bodies in not
helping with getting a training facility off the ground. However the fantastic result of the Paralympic
squad has changed many attitudes and has been seen as an example of how things can be done and
what possibilities there are. Tallaght is back on the horizon again but we're not quite there yet. The
one thing I learnt at the Paralympics is can't and impossible don't exist. All the athletes were told
somewhere along their journey that what they were doing was impossible and couldn't be done.
They refused to believe that and they achieved what they dreamed of. I was moved by so many of
the performances and when I thought I'd seen everything something else I though was impossible
wasn't. Many thought all our Irish medals were impossible - they weren't. So when some politician
or civil servant says it's impossible - the response is "who said that". The Paralympics won 5 medals,
4 on the road and 1 on the track without having an indoor Velodrome. Think how many medals
could be possible if we had one.
This year our budget from Cycling Ireland was reduced by 50% in line with their cuts from the Sports
Council. We have budgeted accordingly and would hope that in line with the increase of member
numbers and the international sporting success of cycling this year that this budget can be restored
to its original figure.
An advancement path for our coaches has been always our desire and the new CI coaching
certification has been slow to come into operation with other more popular disciplines coming on
line first. In the absence of this we have a leading coach from Holland coming over to lead a
workshop with our active coaches.
I have enjoyed the challenges of my term as chairman of the Track Commission but it takes a toll on
personal time. I now think it is time to step back and let others continue to fight the fight. I still wish
to remain as a member of the Track Commission and would encourage anyone with a passion for
track racing to consider coming on board. I wish my successor all the best and hope he enjoys the
role as much as I have.
Terry Cromer
September 2012
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Ulster Track Report 2012.
Given the outdoor nature of the Track, the domestic Track season will generally mirror the weather,
and with the 2012 summer being the wettest for over 100 years, track activities were therefore
similar - a bit of a washout.
It was not all doom and gloom, as Ulster riders put in excellent competitive performances at
National events, with Terry Macken winning the Duane Delaney event and National medals, our
Youth riders took the opening leg of the National Inter-Provincial event, Philip Bremner taking a
medal in the National Omnium Championship and Ian Inglis taking a hat-trick of Junior titles.
Our track league, again kindly sponsored by Madigan Pro Bike Centre, was reduced to just three
rounds however it provided some close competition with David Neill again running out the winner.
The `London` effect has been noticed at Orangefield with numerous enquiries over the summer and
a few more curious visitors to the League. If nothing else it has raised awareness that we have a
Track in Ulster, and hopefully - together with the Council - we can capitalise on this interest.
We have been minus a coach this year; however we have managed with Nicola Oldham and me,
along with a band of willing helpers. The move from Tuesday to Thursday evening has seen some
increase in turnout, but also seemed to coincide with Tuesdays becoming dry and Thursdays
becoming wet.
Over the Winter we will again be offering a limited training/experience programme at Orangefield
and will hopefully increase our fleet of hire bikes to include a couple of small wheel bikes to cater for
the younger riders who have been turning up.
Looking at the facility, there has been some progress made with Belfast Council regarding our
concerns over access and usage, and it also looks like we may be edging closer to a full
refurbishment programme (in the region of £500k), with both Belfast Council and Sport NI
potentially involved. Hopefully this progress can be made within the next 12 months.
Anthony Mitchell
Talent Development Officer
September 2012.
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Paracycling Commission Report
5 Paralympic Cycling Medals for Ireland.
In our 2011 Report we were over the moon to be able to report on the winning of 3 World
Championship Gold medals on the road and 2 World Championship Bronze Medals one on the track
and one on the road. 2012 got off to the best of possible starts when we added 2 more Rainbow
Jerseys for Ireland at the Track World Championships in Los Angeles in February. Colin Lynch added
the 3km Pursuit World Title to his Road TT Title. In addition Female Tandem pairing of Catherine
Walsh and Fran Meehan took the Female Tandem 3km Pursuit World Championship Title. Male
Tandem pairing of James Brown and Damien Shaw captured Ireland’s first ever Male Tandem World
Championship medal when they too Silver in the 4km Pursuit also in LA.
Cathal Miller, Enda Smyth, Katie-George Dunlevy & pilot Sandra Fitzgerald and Andrew Fitzgerald &
pilot Con Collis all produced Top 10 finishes at the World Championships which contributed nicely to
our Nations Ranking Points and secured Ireland a record 7 slots for the Paralympic Games in London.
(5 Male & 2 Female)
The year progressed with the Road World Cup 3 race series with events in Rome Italy, Segovia Spain
and Baie Comeau in Canada. Ireland sent a big squad to both Rome and Segovia but we decided for
financial and other reasons not to take part in the Canada leg. In Rome in May, Mark Rohan took
Gold in the Time and finished 4th in the Road Race to secure his 7th World Cup Jersey. Catherine
Walsh and Fran Meehan took a Silver Medal in their Time Trial and finished 4th overall in GC. Other
Top 10 Results were achieved by Cathal Miller, Colin Lynch, James Brown & Damien Shaw and KatieGeorge Dunlevy & Sandra Fitzgerald.
The Irish Squad continued their medal haul in Segovia in June with newcomers Katie-George Dunlevy
and pilot Sandra Fitzgerald catching everyone by surprise and launching a Gold Medal winning attack
in the Road Race to win their first Paracycling Medal. Mark Rohan also took Gold in his Road Race
with Catherine Walsh and Fran Meehan taking the Silver Medal in their Time Trial.
As a consequence of not having a National Velodrome the squad had to go overseas on a number of
occasions in order to get in much needed indoor track experience. Track Camps were held in
Majorca in December, January, May and July, in LA in February and in Portugal in August. Naturally
these add a big financial burden in addition to the extra time spent just travelling. Thankfully this
was acknowledged in the High Performance Grant ring-fenced for Paracycling received from the Irish
Sports Council to whom we say a big thank you. Thanks to the continued support from our main
sponsors An Post and Focus Consulting and the athlete contributions from their Carding, we were
able to implement our agreed High Performance Programme with only one event getting chopped.
As hopefully you will all be aware, the investment and hard work paid off handsomely at the
Paralympic Games in London.
Not only did we secure Ireland’s first ever cycling medal at Olympic or Paralympic Games, we went
on to secure a haul of five medals. 2 Gold for Mark Rohan in the H1 Handcycling Time Trial and Road
Race, Silver for Catherine Walsh and Fran Meehan in the 3 Km Pursuit on the Track followed by a
Bronze Medal for the girls in the Road Time Trial. Not to be outdone Male Tandem pairing of James
Brown and Damien Shaw also took a Bronze Medal in the Male Tandem Road Time Trial.
In addition to the medal haul the squad which also included Katie-George Dunlevy and her pilot
Sandra Fitzgerald, Cathal Miller and Enda Smyth, had 2 fourth place finishes, 5 fifth place finishes
and a further 7 top ten finishes. The squad set a total of six new Irish Records at the games. What a
bunch of athletes, well done to you all and thanks for your commitment and dedication. This is just
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the 3rd Paralympic Games cycle for Paracycling Ireland and the progression over the 3 cycles has
been enormous. I would like to pay a big tribute to our great support staff in particular our
Mechanic Gerry Beggs who has been with us from the start in 2001 and our Paracycling Coach Brian
Nugent who really has been the catalyst in bringing us to be (as Enda Kenny said in Farmleigh) “The
Best Ever Irish Cycling Team” Thanks also to Terry Cromer who joined our support staff during the
year helping out on both the coaching and mechanic fronts. Heather Boyle was a great support on
the Media Team.
Our Sports Science and Medical Team of Dr Joe Conway, Fionnuala Kirby, Toni Rossiter and Alan
Swanton all played a major role in the squad’s progression. They all contributed to a truly great High
Performance Team and we own them a huge debt of gratitude. A special thanks also to Liam, Nancy
and all at Paralympics Ireland and congratulations to all Team Ireland competitors at the Paralympic
Game and all their performances and especially on the record 16 medal tally from the Games in
London.
Our Development Programme also saw huge progress during the year thanks in particular to Frank
O’Leary’s work in running the Invacare Time Trial League. This saw Time Trials at 5 locations,
Athlone hosted by Shannonside CC, Blarney hosted by Blarney CC and the Rebel Wheelers,
Woodgreen hosted by Ballymena Road Club and Maryland Wheelers, Batterstown hosted by the
Irish Vets and Arklow hosted by the South East Road Club. A big thanks to all the clubs for putting on
such great events which helped greatly in introducing new members and providing great competitive
opportunities around the country. The last event in Arklow incorporated the 2012 Paracycling
National Time Trial Championships. Thanks to Invacare Ireland for sponsoring the series and we look
forward to their continued support for the series again in 2013. A six week Paracycling Programme
was also run in Mayo thanks to Ballaghaderreen CC and the Mayo Sports Partnership.
A big Thank You to the Board, to Geoff and to all the staff in Kelly-Roche House for all your help and
support during the year.
To anyone who played any part in our 2012 success no matter how small we say a very big Thank
You.
Denis Toomey
Chairman Cycling Ireland Paracycling Commission
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Women’s Commission Report
Introduction
2012 began with the resignation of two long standing members of the women’s commission. Many
thanks to Valerie Considine and Orla Hendron who gave so generously of their time and ideas over
the years and continue to do so in other aspects of cycling.
After 2011’s AGM a depleted commission met and decided on the following objectives;
Prepare a calendar of women-only events
Run the national league
Promote beginner leagues
Hold a number of training days aimed towards beginners
Target women’s masters track cycling with the aim of bringing a team to the world masters
Beginner Leagues
The handicapped and ladies-only format of these races is a proven way of encouraging ladies into
the racing scene. Beginners are the future lifeblood of the sport with most ladies entering cycling in
their twenties and thirties from other sports. The commission is determined to provide pathways to
racing for these beginners.
Thanks must go to Aideen Collard who has continued the very popular early season Dublin based
Orwell Crit League and to Cuchulainn Cycling Club who hosted the first of an eight week race series
for ladies in the North East.
At the very successful conclusion of the Orwell Crit League there was a void to be filled which
prompted the setting up of the Ladies Racing Series in Corkagh Park. The closed circuit facilitated
some amazing racing over 13 weeks of the summer. The events were open to all female riders and
offered great racing for beginners up to more experienced riders with the handicapper working hard
to give everyone a chance of the win. A total of 69 riders and 19 clubs were represented over the 13
weeks with an average of 20 riders racing each evening.
Volunteers were sought each week from the participating clubs to host the race and this proved a
great way of involving the various cycling clubs, riders, family and friends in the organisation of the
series.
Particular thanks are due to Aideen Collard who was key in proposing the idea and initiating the set
up and to Siobhan O’Connor who worked in the background ensuring it all ran smoothly.
Training Camps
Four training camps were held in 2012 with a fifth planned for this December. The focus of three of
these days was improving handling and bunch riding skills in the morning with tactics, nutrition and
training plans being discussed in the afternoon.
Two one-day camps were held Mullingar. These proved a successful way of attracting ladies from the
West and South. A third training day was held in Corkagh Park. This was well attended by beginners
and the park offered great opportunities for practicing the basics of bike handling skills and racing
tactics. Thank you to Paddy Doran for his continued support of women’s cycling and his valued
coaching input at these events.
A Ras na mBan training weekend was held in August with the purpose of giving competitors a chance
to test their legs and build their confidence before the big event in September. The camp had a good
turnout and encouragingly a number of riders came to test their fitness with a view to entering the
race scene in 2013.
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A final training camp is planned for December with Olympic medallist and world champion Wendy
Houvenagel visiting for a weekend. One of the days will be opened to any interested ladies and the
second spent with the development squads. Again, thanks to Paddy Doran for his efforts with this
event.
National League
This year’s Sticky Bottle/Joe Daly Cycles National League was organised with the support of host
clubs;
Bohermeen Cycling Club
Drogheda Wheelers
Emyvale McQuaid Tyres
Navan Road Club
Sorrento Cycling Club
These clubs kindly held a stand-alone ladies only race alongside other races without which the
National league could not go ahead.
The number of races in this series was reduced as it was felt that the full calendar left little
opportunity for other events such as training camps. The number taking part in the league remained
relatively constant with a total of 60 ladies competing this year.
Classic League
The Trek Classic League was run in conjunction with A3 men’s races for the more experienced riders.
Unfortunately the league was poorly attended when compared with other race series and warrants a
review of its structure for next season. This perhaps highlights the importance of ladies-only racing
events.
Ras na mBan
Ras na mBan is the pinnacle event on the Irish ladies racing calendar and a major target for many
Irish riders. The women’s commission took the decision to support the expansion of the county rider
prizes. This year prizes were extended to domestic riders within each stage giving club riders who
may not be contending for the top prizes some extra categories to contend for.
Costa Coffee Autumn Classic
This was a new event on the ladies racing calendar marking the close of the ladies racing season. The
timing was welcomed with many riders carrying good form from Ras na mBan and the ladies only
nature of the race was also well received. We had a good turn out and plan to continue the race in
2013.
Other Races
Thanks to the other clubs who held ladies-only races;
Balbriggan Cycling Club (Ben McKenna Memorial)
Lakeside Wheelers (Mullingar Two Day)
Navan Road Club (Collins Christie Memorial)
There was also a ladies category as part of the National Hill Climb Championships (Cycleways). This is
not yet a championship event for women and we hope it will be for the coming years.
Master’s Track
Report by Sarah Piner
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This year we decided to promote women’s track cycling at masters age 35+. We felt there was great
opportunity for success at this level with some very strong ladies competing on the road & in
triathlon whose skills & power would convert well to the track.
Our main goal for year 1 was to get more ladies riding the track at Sundrive & work towards a having
a competitive squad at the masters world championships in 2013.
Our first goal of bringing more ladies to the track has been achieved and surpassed our expectations,
we have seen approximately 15 new ladies riding & racing the track with enquires from more ladies
looking to enter the masters training programme for 2013. These ladies have come from the road,
triathlon & leisure.
We have run several training sessions at Sundrive & also a camp in Newport in September. At this
point we must thank Hugh Byrne & his Sundrive coaching team. Without their help & knowledge we
would not have achieved so much in a short time.
Without these new ladies on the track there would not have been enough participating to run the
Omnium championships this season.
Our next goal was the world masters championships, initially I aimed for 2013. So therefore to go to
this year’s event with a strong squad of 6 was a fantastic achievement. The ladies were able to
compete on an equal standing with ladies from other international teams and their track time from
Newport in September significantly contributed towards the team’s confidence.
The track championships are still underway but at this stage we have a World Champion in Susie
Mitchell, a Bronze medal for Orla Hendron and a bronze medal ride-off for new track rider Tonya
Moran.
I hope that having so many ladies racing again in 2013 on the track will raise the standard of female
track riding with the masters squad bringing along the junior and senior girls.
On the back of such strong results we will enjoy the short off-season and then build again
throughout the winter base training period towards next year and recruit new members.
Summary
In conclusion I would like to thank all those who supported women’s cycling events during the year
particular the various race organisers. We are positive that the number of female cyclists will
continue to grow and hope that the current racing and training structures can be built upon.
However, the women’s commission needs an active membership to achieve these aims along with
the continued support from Cycling Ireland.
Orla McEvoy
Women’s Cycling Commission
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Coaching Report

Cycling Ireland - Coaching Update 2012
Cycling Ireland Programmes
Cycling Ireland (CI) has over the past two years invested a significant amount of resources to develop
and establish a range of programmes that are aimed at developing the participating cyclist
irrespective of their age.
With the inception of the SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Programme some 2 years ago and the more
recent addition of the Gearing Up Off-Road programme and the very soon to be launched Gearing
Up Road and Bike for Life Programmes, CI aims to create a range of developmental programmes
where the focus is on developing and improving the participating cyclists bike handling skills,
providing them with a knowledge of our sport and will provide a platform to introduce them to the
sport of cycling through it many guises.

Sprocket Rocket

Gearing Up OffRoad

Gearing Up Road

Bike for Life

• Youth Riders
• 7 to 11yrs
• Developed around 4
fundamental skills; 1.
Pedalling, 2. Balance,
3. Braking and 4.
Cornering.
• Sprocket Rocket is
the first stage of
development for the
rider.

• Youth and Beginner
Riders
• 11yrs +
• Discipline Specific
Cycling Skills
programme
• Gearing Up Off-Road
is the first stage of
development for the
rider in an off-road
context.

• Youth and Beginner
Riders
• 11yrs +
• Discipline Specific
Cycling Skills
programme
• Gearing Up Off-Road
is the first stage of
development for the
rider in an off-road
context.

• Adult Beginner,
Novice and
Intermediate Riders
• 18yrs+
• Cycling Programme
orientated toward
the
Recreational/Leisure
Rider.
• Delivered across a
number of pillars.

•

•

Planned development of a Club and Schools Skills League at Sprocket Rocket and Gearing Up Levels of
Proficiency.
• Planned development of Bike for Life Mass Participation Event.
Stepping Stone from development programmes in Club or Schools to Cycling Ireland Cycle Sport Scene.

SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Programme
2012 has been another successful year for the Sprocket Rocket Programme with some 1,800 riders
taking part in the programme in full or through the many Sprocket Rocket Taster sessions run
throughout the country.
Sprocket Rocket Schools still represents the biggest take up of the programme with some 40 schools
engaging in the programme since its inception two years ago. The programme provides opportunity
to bring the sport of cycling into the school and has the potential to reach and develop a very
significant number of riders in the hope that many more young riders will get in to cycling.
Over 20 clubs have signed up for Sprocket Rocket to date where these clubs now offer a structured
coaching programme for young riders through a recognisable programme. CI would also recognise
that a very many number of clubs offer a structured coaching programme already and have done so
very successfully for years.
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Through the SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Programme CI provides ongoing support and guidance for
clubs along with a very tangible set of resources to support the development of the club and
implementation of the programme.
In 2013, CI would like to see many more clubs offer this type of structured coaching and
development to riders. With this in mind CI is currently undertaking a review of the SUBWAY®
Sprocket Rocket Programme in the context of delivery in Clubs. We would recognise that the
existing implementation needs improvement and in order to accomplish this we are assessing and
changing this model to better fit clubs for the upcoming year, through working closely and
consulting with existing SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Clubs.
SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Skills League
CI is aware of the need to contextualise the SUBWAY® Sprocket Rocket Programme with the aim of
introducing riders to some form of competition. Work has commenced on developing a SUBWAY®
Sprocket Rocket Skills League for clubs and schools.
CI is currently looking at a number of models used by other sports for implementing and running a
league particularly in a school setting. Following this review and formal documentation of the Skills
League, CI plan to run some pilot activity prior to promoting the skills league officially.
Gearing Up Off-Road Programme
Gearing Up is the name given to CI’s discipline specific
cycling skills programmes. Gearing Up Off-Road deals
with the specific fundamental skills required for cycling in
an off-road environment.
The Gearing Up Off-Road course officially went live in 2012, with the initial focus on training up a
number of Gearing Up Off-Road Instructors. Some 28 Coaches and Trail Cycle Leaders have gone
through the two days training with courses being run in Ballinastoe, Co. Wicklow and Tollymore, Co.
Down so far this year.
Over the coming months the programme plans to move into delivery phase, with programme
activities in Cork, Dublin, Clare and Limerick all in the pipeline. The Gearing Up Off-Road programme
aims to reach secondary schools (first year, transition year, leaving cert applied) for the first time!
As with Sprocket Rocket the Gearing Up Programme offers a structured coaching programme for
young and adult riders through a recognisable programme with a tangible set of programme
resources.
Gearing Up Road Programme
Much of 2012 has been spent developing the
Gearing Up Road programme and its supporting
resources. The Gearing Up Road Instructor manual,
Riders logbook and Instructor training course is
now fully developed. As with Gearing Up Off-Road,
Gearing Up Road instructors will be required to
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complete a training course on the programme focusing on the skills that will be delivered as part of
the programme and how to package the programme to maximise enjoyment for the participant and
to ensure that the participants fully acquire the skills being taught before moving on to the next skill.
In January 2013, the Gearing Up Road programme will move into a process of pilot with the first pilot
Instructor training course taking place. Following this training, Gearing Up Road will be piloted, prior
to a formal roll out of the programme in Q2 2013.
Bike for Life Programme
CI is delighted to introduce to you the New Bike for Life programme. This
programme has been designed to assist riders who want to develop
knowledge, skill and fitness by providing a flexible programme that can
easily be tailored to the needs of the participating cyclists by a trained Bike
for Leader. Each session will offer some skill development and a ride
appropriate to the group. The programme lasts 10 to 12 weeks and will
provide riders with the skills and knowledge to progress their cycling in their chosen direction.
Much of 2012 has been spent developing the programme content and it supporting resources. The
Bike for Life Leaders manual, Riders logbook and Leader training course is almost fully developed.
In December 2012, the Bike for Life programme will move into a process of pilot with the first pilot
leader training course taking place on the 1st of December. Following this training, the Bike for Life
Programme will move into a process of pilot, prior to a formal roll out of the programme in Q1 2013.
Following a review of the Bike for Life Leader training course CI will set up a number of courses in
each of the provinces for coaches/leaders to complete prior to delivering the programme.

Coach Education Programme
The CI Coaching Programme has experienced significant expansion in 2012 with the development
and introduction of a number of New Coaching and Instructor Awards. 2012 has seen the addition
of a New Gearing Up Off-Road Instructor Course, Level One Road & Time Trial Course and the Trail
Cycle Leader (TCL) Award as part of the New CI Mountain Bike Leaders Award (MBLA) Scheme. The
next three months will also see the addition of a New Bike for Life Leader and Gearing Up Road
Instructor Courses.

Cycling Ireland Discipline Specific Awards
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On the 3rd of October 2011 CI and British Cycling formally agreed the terms and conditions of a
partnership agreement with respect to licensing their Level 2 Discipline Specific Awards to include
Road and Time Trial, Mountain Biking, Track and BMX.
These qualifications will be offered by CI as a New Discipline Specific Award and represents the next
step on the coaching ladder for our existing Level One Coaches. The first award to be offered under
the agreement will be the Road and Time Trial Award.
Following a period of development and approval of the award under the Coaching Ireland
Framework the CI Road and Time Trial Course officially went live in July 2012. The Road and Time
Trial Coaching Award is designed to expand on the core coaching knowledge acquired from the Level
One Certificate in Coaching Cycling and apply it to a Road and Time Trial specific environment. The
award also introduces candidates to advanced road and time trial skills and techniques and how
these can be effectively delivered to road and time trial riders.
Following the release of the New Road and Time Trial Award work will commence on preparing all
the relevant documentation for submission to Coaching Ireland for approval with respect to the New
Discipline Specific Awards Track and Mountain Biking for delivery in 2013.
Mountain Bike Leadership Award (MBLA)
On the 29th of June 2011 CI and Scottish Cycling formally agreed the terms and conditions of the
partnership agreement with respect to licensing their Mountain Bike Leader Award (MBLA) Scheme.
Following a period of development and approval of the award under the Coaching Ireland Adventure
Sports Framework the CI Trail Cycle Leader (TCL) Award officially went live in February 2012.
The MBLA scheme offers awards at two levels, the Trail Cycle Leader (TCL) and the Mountain Bike
Leader (MBL). The comprehensive syllabus for each award includes mountain biking skills, trailside
repairs and bike set-up, navigation and leadership. The first qualification to be developed under the
CI MBLA scheme is the Trail Cycle Leader Award. CI aim to develop the Mountain Bike Leader Award
towards the end Qtr4 2013 or early 2014.
Tutor Training
With the expansion of the CI Coaching Programme there is now a much greater demand for a large
tutor workforce to facilitate the delivery of all these new awards. CI has therefore invested in
developing this tutor workforce in 2012. An additional two tutors qualified under Coaching Ireland
earlier in the year with a further 11 Trainee Tutors recently embarking on the Coaching Ireland Tutor
Pathway in October 2012.
2013 should see a significant expansion of the CI tutor workforce with greater capacity to run more
courses, more often, covering all parts of the country.
Training Peaks
CI is currently in the final stages of working out a partnership agreement with Training Peaks to
include a range of financial benefits, along with a number of other benefits to our CI membership to
extend to both coaches and riders. Details of this partnership agreement will be made known very
soon.
“Pedal Fever 2012” Cycling Conference
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November 17th, will see the third “Pedal Fever” Cycling Ireland Conference take place in the Radisson
Blu in Dublin City Centre. Following the success of last year’s conference in the Helix we hope that
this year the conference will generate as much interest.
The conference will take the form of some key note speakers/presentations and workshops covering
a multitude of different themes. The conference is aimed at coaches, managers and indeed riders.
Details of the planned schedule for the day can be found on www.pedalfever.net.
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Youth Commission Report
The Youth Commission met on one occasion in 2012 (as of October 13th 2012). It is clear that greater
clarity on the role that the Youth Commission is expected to fulfil is required.
2012 Events
During 2012 Errigal CC hosted the national Youth Tour and many thanks is due to them for hosting
such a successful event.
The 2012 National Youth Road championships saw the first separate girls’ championships and it is
hoped that this development will encourage more girls to participate. Also many thanks to Limerick
CC for hosting the championships which were very well run.
All race organisers who put on youth events in 2012 are to be complimented, race organisers are
reminded of the need to:
Provide separate toilet facilities for girls and boys;
Provide following “broom” vehicles to ensure that all participants finish safely.
Sprocket Rocket
Sprocket Rocket continues to be the main vehicle through which youth cycling is promoted, in 2012
c. 1,600 youths have participated in Sprocket Rocket programmes and a sincere thanks to all clubs
who have embraced this programme and to all clubs who embrace youth cycling in whatever form.
Youth Numbers
It is pleasing to note that the youth number as of the end of August 2012 stand at 1,789 which is
215% of the 2011 total. It is hoped that this growth will continue in future years and much credit is
due to those clubs who accommodate youth cycling in all its forms.

Ian Mellor,
Secretary,
Youth Commission.
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College of Commissaires Report
The College met a minimum number of times during the year but most of the business of the College
was conducted by e mail. Membership comprises Gary McIlroy, Oliver McKenna, Paul Watson
(secretary), Jack Watson and Ian Gallaghar, until his untimely death. Ian was replaced by Edward
Dawson. Due to happenings at the most recent meeting of the commission both Jack and Paul
Watson decided to stand down as members of the current commission.
The Commission would acknowledge the commitment and dedication of Ian Gallaghar in the field of
commissaireing, he is sorely missed.
The Commission would also congratulate Gary McIlroy on his award of UCI Elite National
Commissaire. This is a new step introduced by the UCI for those commissaires with ambitions to
move to the International Commissaire level.
The following list which is non exhaustive highlights the main points of the work undertaken by the
College.


Constant review of CI Technical Regulations in light of changes to the UCI Technical
Regulations



Using the experience gained in commissaireing the newly introduced BMX racing to produce
a set of BMX Technical Regulations.



Met with the Track Commission in an endeavour to bring CI’s Track Rules into line with
current practice on Ireland’s tracks.



Ran a training course for new Trainee Road and Track Commissaires.



Assessed the reports in respect of experience gained by the 2011 trainee commissaires.



Followed up on several reports that riders were starting in races without signing on.



Continued to monitor the quality of commissaire reports being submitted to Kelly / Roche
House.



Recommended changes where necessary and approved special race regulations for stage
races.



Appointed commissaires, as required by the Technical Regulations, to stage races and
National Championships.



Ensured that those commissaires in need of replacement / new uniforms received same.



Processed record claims for approval by the Board.



Inspection and approval of proposed National Championship courses and liaising with
championship organisers as required.

The College would acknowledge the help it receives from the staff at Kelly / Roche House and the
assistance received from event organisers on an ongoing basis.
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Anti-Doping Report
Firstly I would like to thank all the Event Contact People for their assistance in providing facilities for
testing at our National and International Events.
I would also like to thank the Cycling Ireland Office in particular Rory Wall for the continued cooperation regarding the procedure’s we have in place for communication with the ISC ADU and our
Cycling Ireland Athletes. I believe of all 59 NGB’s dealing with the ISC ADU we have the most efficient
system in place.
TESTING:
URINE / BLOOD
From January to November 2012 there was a total of 108 Urine tests carried out through the
National Anti Doping Programme run by the Irish Sports Council, Anti Doping Unit. This is an
increase on the same time last year. It is expected another 8 to 10 tests will be carried out in the
fourth Quarter of 2012. The ISC ADU has also expanded the Biological Passport which includes some
Cycling Ireland Athletes providing Blood as well as Urine Samples.
It is a policy of the Programme to carry out more ‘’Out of Competition Tests’’ (68 to date, 44 urine
and 24 blood) than’’ In Competition Tests’’ (40 to date) + (7 in the User Pays Programme ie. The Ras).
Over the last 11 months to November the ratio has been more or less 63% to 37%. It should be
noted that in the 40 ‘’In competition Tests’’ there would be some non CI athletes included.
The ‘’Out of Competition Tests’’ would have been carried out on the CI athletes included in the
Registered Testing Pool (RTP). These riders are nominated by the Performance Director and would
fall in to 1 of 7 Criteria see Appendix 1. There are currently 25 Cycling Ireland athletes on the RTP. It
should be noted that all the athletes on the RTP are not grant aided. ‘’Out of Competition Tests’’
may be carried out on RTP athletes outside of Ireland. The number of CI athletes on the RTP has
significantly increased again in 2012 due to it being an Olympic and Paralympic year. However, now
CI is obliged to inform the ISC ADU of any squad sessions that occur across all cycling disciplines. It is
expected that several no notification tests will be carried out at squad sessions in the future
including developing CI athletes.
Anti-doping rule violation 2012
Michael Hennessy, a cyclist affiliated to Cycling Ireland, committed an anti-doping rule violation. Mr
Hennessy, a 36 year old from Co Cork, served a ban of 7 weeks, as he was found to have taken
cannabis in advance of a competition.
Mr Hennessy was tested by doping control after Stage 4 of the Ras Mumhan on the 9 th April 2012.
He provided a sample which tested positive for the presence of a prohibited substance or its
metabolite or marker, tetrahydrocannabinol (cannabis). The Disciplinary Panel found that this was
contrary to Article 2.1 of the Irish Anti-Doping Rules and imposed a sanction of a period of
ineligibility of seven weeks, commencing on the date of his test.
The Panel took into consideration the oral evidence provided by the athlete and the fact that
cannabis may not enhance performance. In deciding the sanction the Panel also gave regard to the
timely admission by the athlete of the offence which is both an acknowledgement of wrongdoing
and avoids unnecessary delay and expense.
The hearing was held under Article 8 (Disciplinary Process) of the Irish Anti-Doping. The hearing took
place on June 5th, 2012.
There has been 1 Filing Failure recorded in 2012. Several athletes still leave Filing their Whereabouts
on the long finger, prompting a follow up by the CI ADO. If an athlete is late on three occasions in an
18 month period, it may be treated as a doping infraction and could lead to a possible suspension.
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USER PAYS PROGRAMME:
Outside of the programme there were Tests carried out by the ISC ADU at the An Post Ras on behalf
of the Race Organiser (A sum of 8 tests from the National Programme and 8 tests from the User Pays
Programme, bring the total to 16). Again it should be noted that not all these tests were carried out
on Irish athletes.
Going forward all testing at the Ras will be conducted under the User Pays Programme, and will be a
negotiation between the The Event Organiser and the ISC ADU.
TRAINING / EDUCATION DAYS:
The CI ADO delivered a comprehensive presentation at PEDAL FEVER on the 26th November 2011
which concentrated on what the Coach should know about Anti Doping. This Seminar was also
attended by the ISC ADU Education Officer Ailish Keaveney.
Martin O’Loughlin also organised a talk with the Talent 2020 squad in Clonmel in Feb 2012
CYCLING IRELAND ANTI DOPING EDUCATION STRATEGY:
The Cycling Ireland Anti Doping Strategy has been completed (a copy is attached)
Because of the revelations in recent weeks this document could not be more appropriate or timely.
This is a very comprehensive document and quiet ambitious, but I feel an important tool in
Educating CI athletes, and Coaches. The Vision of the Strategy is
Vision
To create a generation of cyclists who have confidence in their ability to succeed in cycling without
the misuse of prohibited substances or prohibited methods.
To create a generation of support personnel who understand that the cyclists they are involved with
can achieve their goals without resorting to prohibited substances or prohibited methods, and to
encourage their cyclists to adopt the True Champion concept.
To empower coaching personnel, in all cycling disciplines to be confident and competent to enable
them to support their cyclists in all aspects of anti-doping.
To achieve a greater level of awareness of anti-doping issues throughout the different disciplines
and levels of the sport.
Unfortunately because of the doping history in our sport and the amount of testing carried out at
several levels, by the UCI, national governing bodies or NADO’s, it is inevitable that CI athletes will be
subject to no notification tests at home and abroad.
I feel that it is essential that any CI athlete being tested is aware of the testing procedures involved
in providing a urine sample, so that they can satisfy themselves when being tested, that the Doping
Control Officer is working in accordance with the regulations. As always if anyone is holding training
camps and would like to include Anti Doping Procedures, I would be happy to attend and go through
the procedures and updated regulations.

LONDON OLYMPICS 2012:
I am proud to say that three Cycling Ireland officials, Jack Watson, Edward Keogh and Declan Byrne
worked as Anti Doping Officers at some of the High Profile Venues and Sports at the 2012 Olympic
Games, and did so with great merit.
JACK WATSON:
A new age regulation brought in by the UCI since February 2012 has resulted in the retirement of
Jack Watson as an Anti Doping Officer for the World Governing Body. I would like to take this
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opportunity to acknowledge the many years of service and dedication Jack has given to the Sport in
his role as an Anti Doping Officer.
Also on behalf of Edward Keogh and myself I would like to thank Jack for his willingness to share his
knowledge and expertise with us.
DEVELOPING PROJECTS:
Coaching Ireland: Both Anti Doping Education Officers from ISC ADU and Sport NI have been working
closely with Coaching Ireland to have an Anti Doping Education element incorporated to the
different modules and Levels.
WORLD ANTI DOPING CODE: There is at present an extensive review of the World Anti-Doping Code
(“the Code”) (available at: http://www.wada-ama.org/en/World-Anti-Doping-Program/Sports-andAnti-Doping-Organizations/The-Code/ ). This review has already commenced at a local level around
the world and work has also commenced at a European level (Council of Europe and EU). The main
WADA consultation commenced in December 2011 with a view to launching the final version of the
revised Code at a World Conference on Doping in Sport in November 2013. Alongside this review
the Council will also be reviewing the Irish Anti-Doping Rules. Cycling Ireland has contributed to
this review at the first stage.
Declan Byrne
CI Anti Doping Officer

Schedule 1
One or more of the following criteria will be used to select an athlete to be part of the Registered
Testing Pool for 2009
Athletes on the carding scheme in the Contract, World Class and International categories.
Athletes in the developmental category from high risk sports listed in the Council's Test
Distribution Plan;
Athletes who are included in an International Federation RTP;
Olympic or Paralympic Qualifiers;
Any athlete currently serving a period of Ineligibility;
Any athlete who wishes to return from retirement and was previously in the Registered
Testing Pool;
Any other athlete that is required to be target tested under Clause 4.4.2 of the International
Standard for Testing
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Safeguarding Report

Cycling Ireland’s Safeguarding Policy and Guidelines have been in place since early 2011 and the
focus must now be on ensuring that clubs adopt and implement the Policy/Guidelines. It is worth
quoting from the Policy and Guidelines – “Cycling Ireland’s first priority is the welfare of young
people and vulnerable adults”.
Race organisers hosting youth races should note the following requirements:
A sweeper/broom vehicle to ensure that all participants complete the course or are otherwise
accounted for, and;
Provide toilet facilities for both boys and girls.
The role of clubs is extremely important, National or Provincial Child Protection Officers cannot be
expected to know what is happening at a local level. It is my intention to arrange workshops and
develop material over the winter of 2012/13 that will highlight the key principles of safeguarding. A
recent survey of clubs indicated that a number did not have named Child Protection Officers, this is
not good enough and it is a requirement.
Please note that the Children First Guidelines, adopted in Cycling Ireland’s Guidelines, are expected
to be put on a legislative footing in the Republic Of Ireland in 2013. This will bring the legislative
requirements on a par with those already in place in the North and make the implementation of the
guidelines not just a Cycling Ireland requirement but also a legal one.
I would like to thank the Provincial Child Protection Officers and all others who have assisted me in
my role as National Child Protection Officer.
Orla Hendron,
National Child Protection Officer.
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Chief Executive’s Report
Executive Summary
2012 has been a very successful year for Cycling Ireland (CI) with a continued increase in
membership, new resources and facilities for members coupled with some excellent international
sporting performances. Cycling across the country has continued to increase as witnessed by recent
census analysis which creates an ideal platform for future opportunities.
Participation rates remain healthy and it is particularly pleasing to see a doubling of the youth
membership in 2012. The coaching report outlines the new skills, leadership and coaching courses
which have been rolled this year. These should continue to provide opportunities for local club
coaches to further their development and enhance the standard of upcoming riders or new entrants
to the sport.
The provision of new facilities for members remains a key priority in for CI. Corkagh Park has
provided a successful venue and will be further boosted by the addition of changing facilities to this
site in 2013. The Dublin Velodrome project to provide an indoor 200m training track remains a
possibility and is even more of a priority following recent UCI announcements on the changes in
international track racing structures. Further facility developments in progress are outlined below.
The highlight on the sporting side was unquestionable the fantastic five medals won by the
Paracycling team at the Paralympics. There were also some fine achievements on the track and road
with a Bronze Medal at the Track World Championships, a Silver Medal at the European TT and also
a Top Ten at the U23 World Championships. On the international front the recent USADA
Investigation has once again highlighted the need for change with the current Anti-Doping measures
managed by the UCI.
Amongst the many positive developments challenges remain for Cycling Ireland to ensure there is
further improved delivery of services and running of activities at a local level. There is also a need for
better engagement with leisure members and improved promotion of the benefits of CI
Membership. Challenges will also remain to ensure there are sufficient resources to support the
requirements of a performance pathway that can deliver success on the international stage.
Finally I would like to acknowledge the work of all the CI staff and volunteers who continue to work
many unseen hours to deliver the sport on the ground.
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Recruitment & Retention
The large increase in membership from the previous few years has continued again in 2012 with a
further 30% increase in numbers from 2011. What is particularly pleasing is to see the youth
numbers jumping significantly with a doubling of numbers for those under the age of 17.
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The overall profile of the membership has not changed with the average age being 39 and the male
female rate 83% to 17% across 277 clubs. This profile is unlikely to change in the short-term as is
evidenced by the average age of the 4,500 new members joining this year being 41, with 78% of
them male.
The retention rates remain a challenge as it indicates a significant member loss which firstly needs to
be fully understood before measures are introduced to combat this. Work is required to ensure
there is also a successful conversion and retention rate from participants in the SUBWAY Sprocket
Rocket program into youth membership.
A full breakdown of the membership figures for 2012 is included as an appendix to this report.
Recruitment & Retention Priorities for 2013
 Improve Member Benefits
 Increase communication and engagement with members
 Improve Membership Retention Rates
 Focus on Youth Recruitment

Resources
The provision of resources for members remain an important strategic objective for CI whether it be
through the development of new facilities, published guides, coaching/skills courses or through
commercial partnerships. 2012 has seen the opening of Corkagh Park Road Race circuit just outside
Dublin which has been used successfully for many races and coaching events. CI is also continued to
work on securing the development of an indoor 200metre Velodrome in Tallaght. The progress on
this project slowed during the early part of the year, it remains a possibility and is becoming more of
a priority should Ireland wish to continue performing on the international track stage.
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CI recently won its appeal to An Board Planneala for the retention of a downhill train near
Hollywood in Co Wicklow. Some further work is required at this site before it can be opened in 2013.
The intended use has been scaled back to a non-competition venue for weekend training only with a
restriction on numbers at the site. The Killarney DH trail project should proceed to tendering stage in
the coming months with the few to development starting in 2013.
The Coaching and Education development continues at great pace with the introduction of several
new courses in 2012. These have been facilitated through the licensing agreement with British &
Scottish Cycling respectively. The HSE Bike for Life project is due to pilot shortly and this should
provide an ideal entry point for newcomers to the sport. CI is currently in talks with the Department
of Transport on the rollout of a new national training standard for delivery of cycle safety training.
The financial position of the federation remains sound with no major outstanding liabilities and 2012
should see a needed trading surplus achieved following recent deficits. External funding sources are
likely to remain restricted to current levels requiring more emphasis on sponsorship and efficient
use of own resources.
Staffing levels have remained relatively unchanged for 2012 with more emphasis being placed on
operational requirements and membership services. As we enter a new Olympic cycle there will
likely be changes to the direction of the performance personnel currently in place. The one constant
that remains is that CI remains heavily dependent on and indebted to the large volunteer pool who
run the sport at both a local and national level. A current Organisation chart is included in an
appendix to this report.
Resources Priority for 2013
 Maintain financial resources to achieve budget surplus
 Seek further facilities development and enhance those already in place
 Maintain necessary staffing levels to meet membership requirements
 Provide Further Coaching & Volunteer Development Opportunities
Cycling for All
The Cycling for All strategic area is aimed at ensuring there is a sustainable structure and clear
pathway for the participation in Cycling. This involved the remodelling of competition structures for
the competitive members is now in its third year. It has increased the numbers participating but has
arguably not raised the overall standard of competition and hence the proposals for the 2012 AGM
by the Road Commission.
This strategic area also relates to increasing the profile of cycling’s contribution to the health and
physical activity agenda through lobbying, education and promotion. This is being achieved by
having CI part of various statutory working groups such as the National Bike Week Group, The Get
Ireland Active Campaign and The National Trails Advisory Committee as well developing
relationships with various councils & development agencies.
The engagement with leisure cyclists remains a challenge for CI and it is hoped that through a
remodelling of the current commission structures more effective measures can be put in place to
address this.
Cycling For All Priorities for 2013
 Continue to work with external agencies
 Devise New Skills taster sessions & family days
 Improve engagement with leisure cyclists

Governance
The area corporate governance touches many areas of the organisation and is vitally important to
ensure the organisation is fit for purpose. There are increasing governance requirements expected
from CI and these need to be in place to ensure a sound operational base remains.
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Sport Northern Ireland conducted a full company audit in the early part of 2012 and they report an
overall ‘satisfactory’ rating. A series of recommendations from this audit are currently being
reviewed.
The effectiveness of the existing Sub-Committee structure is up for discussion at the 2012 AGM as
recent years have demonstrated that the current model is not working well. There are several
motions proposed by the Board to effectively tidy-up and clarifying some existing wording of the
company’s Memorandum of Association.
Governance Priorities for 2013
 Develop an organisation risk register
 Continue to increase profile and attention to event safety through further audits
 Continue & monitor rollout of The Code of Ethics for Young & Vulnerable Cyclists
 Revise Commissions Model
Communications
Effective Communication to clubs and members remains a priority for Cycling Ireland. As the volume
of clubs and members increase CI recognise that there are challenges in this area particularly in the
early part of the year. The graph below outlines the increasing nature of licence demands during the
first few months of the year.
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There is a club and member incentive scheme planned for next season to encourage more online
licence applications as the current rate of 35% renewing online is not sustainable if current trends
continue. CI is also looking to speed up and change the license distribution model and these changes
will be outlined at the 2012 AGM by our Operations Manager Frank Keenan.
Cycling Ireland continues to work with the Irish Bicycle Business Association (IBBA) with a view to
developing a greater presence and relationship with the bike shops across the country. The Irish
Cycling Show was a welcomed development in 2012 and provides an ideal opportunity for CI to
reach-out to new and existing members.
CI needs to continue to use the latest social media devices to ensure communication is easily picked
up and distributed quickly and easily. The reporting of performances in the main stream media has
improved in 2012 but still lacks consistency to become a regular feature for editors.
Communication Priorities for 2013
 Wider distribution of promotional material
 Establish a presence in Bike Shops through IBBA
 Rollout online event management system integrated to CI database
 Develop more feedback loops for members through surveys and polls etc.
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Performance
The Performance strategic goal is aimed at improving performances across all levels but more
importantly it is about putting in place a support structure that will identify and allow talented
cyclists to compete on a world stage.
2012 has seen a continued focused and increased investment on a development programme in
particular on youth and junior road activities. The objective remains at a minimum to place athletes
in top 20% in bunch events and within 10% of winner’s time in timed events. The primary focus will
be directed towards athletes in the 16-23 year age group utilising existing facilities or those within
easy reach.
There were some excellent results achieved by Irish teams during the course of the year, the
highlight been the Paralympics along with other notable medal winning performances at European
and World levels on both the road and track. A summary of all the principal results from 2012 is
included below.
As we enter a new Olympic cycle the performance investment priorities are currently being finalised
with our funding partners. There are changes coming on-stream from the UCI regarding eligibility for
future track major championships which necessitate an increased investment in this discipline if CI
wishes to remain competing at this level.
Performance Priorities for 2013
 Junior & U23 Road Championships
 Elite Track Events
 ParaCycling World Cup & World Championships
 Youth Development
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Membership Breakdown for 2012
Summary Analysis
Licence Breakdown
Club Competition
Non-Competition
Introductory Member
Total
Full Competition
Full Competition - A+
Full Competition - A1
Full Competition - A2
Full Competition - A3
Full Competition - A4
Total
Restricted Licences
Time Trial
Track
Off-Road Expert
Off-Road Master
Off-Road Sport
Off-Road Veteran
Off-Road Elite
Total
Youth & Juniors
Youth U10
Youth U12
Youth U14
Youth U16
Jnrs with Full Comp Lic.
Total
Overall Total

Total
Printed
2084
4310
4771
11,165

2011
Totals
1799
2973
3914
8,686

11
136
231
732
872
1,982

12
129
229
729
756
1,855

3
28
54
212
310
607

0
11
17
56
31
115

1
61
112
305
336
815

0
32
43
133
166
374

7
4
5
26
29
71

31
23
16
131
92
69
11
373

28
19
19
114
103
65
15
363

26
0
3
29
21
27
2
108

3
0
0
2
6
0
0
11

1
20
9
79
44
32
7
192

0
2
1
16
16
4
1
40

1
1
3
5
5
6
1
22

590
367
406
290
158
1,811

183
142
300
208
81
914

124
74
99
76
49
422

17
23
28
27
21
116

413
202
172
98
60
945

23
45
74
66
22
230

13
23
33
23
6
98

15,331

11,818

Total
Total
Ulster Connacht
918
249
1,076
395
1,214
382
3208
1026

4,296

1,247

Total
Total
Leinster Munster
718
168
1,338
1,045
1,207
843
3263
2056

5,155

2,678

Total
UA
31
456
1,125
1612

1,994
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Cycling Ireland Performance Summary 2012
The following is a list of some of the main results achieved by Cycling Irish Teams in 2012. Please
note there are many other notable performances by Irish riders with their own trade teams not
listed below as well as several new Irish records set this year.

February
ParaCycling Colin Lynch Gold Medal in Pursuit at Track World Championships
ParaCycling James Brown & Damien Shaw Silver Medal in Pursuit at Track World Championships
ParaCycling Catherine Walsh & Fran Meehan Gold Medal in Pursuit at Track World Championships
ParaCycling Catherine Walsh & Fran Meehan Bronze Medal in Sprint at Track World Championships
Elite-Track Martyn Irvine 9th Overall in Omnium at London World Cup

April
Elite-Track Caroline Ryan Bronze Medal in Points race at World Track Championships
Elite-Track Martyn Irvine 7th Overall in Omnium at World Track Championships

July
U23 – Sean Downey 8th Overall in Kreiz Breiz 2.2 Race in France
Junior – Cormac Clarke 3rd Overall in Junior Tour of Ireland
Junior – Ryan Mullen Two Stage Wins in Junior Tour of Ireland

August
Junior – Ryan Mullen 2nd in European Time Trial Championship
ParaCycling – Catherine Walsh & Fran Meehan Bronze Medal at Paralympics Track Pursuit Event
ParaCycling – James Brown & Damien Shaw Bronze Medal at Paralympics Time Trial Event
ParaCycling – Mark Rohan Gold Medal at Paralympics Road Race Event
ParaCycling – Mark Rohan Gold Medal at Paralympics Time Trial Event

September
Senior – Lydia Boylan 2nd Overall in Ras na mBan.
Junior – Ryan Mullen 4th in World Junior Time Trial Championships
U23 – Sam Bennett 10th in World U23 Road Race Championships
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Cycling Ireland Organisation Structure November 2012

Geoff Liffey
Chief Executive

Frank Keenan
Operations Manager

Rory Wall
National
Liaison Officer

Rachel Ormrod
Coach Education
Officer

Neill Delahaye
Sports
Administrator

Susan O’Mara
Logistics

Heather Boyle
Skills Officer

Brian Nugent
HP Coach

Frank O’Leary
Dev Coach
(Part Time)

Anthony
Mitchell
Cycling Ulster
Talent ID &
Development
Officer

Marian Lamb
Cycling Ulster
Club Development
(Part Time)

Patrick Withers
Cycling Ulster
Administrator
(Part Time)
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Appendix 1 – Year to Date Accounts 2012

Management Accounts September 2012
Income & Expenditure Account

Actual

Budget

Variance

Income
Membership Income

712,956

648,245

64,711

Sponsorship

30,000

47,250

(17,250)

ISC Grant Income

555,851

583,351

(27,500)

SNI Grant Income

96,859

129,006

(32,147)

Miscellaneous Income

29,260

14,550

14,710

1,424,925

1,422,402

2,524

177,764

166,730

(11,034)

Premises Costs

15,835

36,004

20,169

Insurance Costs

117,762

121,665

3,903

Professional Fee Costs

35,700

36,221

522

Website Costs

7,988

12,825

4,837

Publicity and Marketing Costs

15,087

15,150

63

Vehicle Expenses

13,176

13,200

24

Membership Administration

123,510

123,718

208

Central HP Costs:

160,647

163,707

3,060

Programme total
High Performance Total
Coaching & Development Costs (Dept 44)

310,707
471,354
167,494

275,827
439,533
166,983

(34,880)
(31,880)
(511)

Commission Costs

17,792

45,375

27,583

Financial Costs

21,407

13,250

(8,157)

1,184,868

1,190,655

5,787

240,057

231,747

8,310

Total Income
Expenditure
Office Costs

Total Expenditure
Excess/(deficit) Income over Expenditure
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Appendix 2 – Statutory Accounts 2011
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Appendix 3 - Anti-Doping Education Strategy
CI Anti-Doping Education Strategy
Vision
To create a generation of cyclists who have confidence in their ability to succeed in cycling without the
misuse of prohibited substances or prohibited methods.
To create a generation of support personnel who understand that the cyclists they are involved with can
achieve their goals without resorting to prohibited substances or prohibited methods, and to encourage
their cyclists to adopt the True Champion concept.
To empower coaching personnel, in all cycling disciplines to be confident and competent to enable them to
support their cyclists in all aspects of anti-doping.
To achieve a greater level of awareness of anti-doping issues throughout the different disciplines and levels
of the sport.
Mission
Cycling Ireland appreciates the contribution that cycling can make to health, national pride and social
development when fostered within a strong ethical environment. Cycling Ireland identifies integrity,
fairness, equity and respect as key values essential to success in the sport of Cycling. Fundamentally Cycling
Ireland commits to playing its part in ensuring that high standards are set for fair play and drug-free sport,
and that this is promoted through the provision of effective education and information.
The basic principle of Cycling Ireland’s information and education programme for anti-doping shall be to
protect the spirit of the sport from being undermined by doping and to establish an environment which
encourages doping-free behavior among participants. While a comprehensive testing programme plays a
fundamental part as a deterrent and preventative measure against doping, Cycling Ireland acknowledges
that it has a duty to provide its members with the information and technical advice they need to make
informed and responsible choices in compliance with Cycling Ireland’s and the UCI’s Anti-Doping
Regulations.
Cycling Ireland further acknowledges it has a duty to Cycling Ireland support personnel at a high
performance level and to Commissions, Provinces and Clubs, and will ensure that all of these groups are
taken into account when undertaking anti-doping education.
Objectives
 Cycling Ireland commits to implementing this long-term education and information strategy so that
successive generations of cyclists can be proud to say they are True Champions. We will work with the
Irish Sports Council’s Anti-doping Unit (“ISC ADU”), Sport NI and the Union Cycliste Internationale
(“UCI”) UCI to encourage the cycling community to engage and participate in anti-doping education
programmes.


We aim to raise awareness to positively influence beliefs, attitudes and behaviors, in order to create an
ethos of drug-free sport in all Cycling disciplines by:
1. Establishing a generation of young cyclists who have confidence in their own ability to succeed in
cycling without doping;
2. Provide relevant and accurate technical information, a range of educational products and resources,
to cyclists to enable them to remain drug free and comply with Cycling Ireland’s and the UCI’s antidoping regulations;
3. Increase the understanding of the value of anti-doping for cyclists, to make well informed and
positive choices and following any success, to say with pride, ‘I am a True Champion’;
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4. Raise awareness of Cycling Ireland’s education programme and effectively deliver key messages
through a range of communication tools.
5. Minimise the risk of doping, either inadvertent or otherwise.
6. Make apparent that any cyclist intent on dodging the system, either by avoiding testing or through
the misuse of prohibited substances or methods, will be sanctioned appropriately;
7. Ensure that support personnel understand the benefits of drug free sport, encourage their athletes
not to misuse prohibited substances or methods and to enable them to support cyclists to make
positive choices to avoid inadvertent doping.
8. Build anti-doping education into the coach education programme to ensure that coaches and tutors
understand the benefits of drug free sport, encourage their cyclists not to misuse prohibited substances
or methods and to enable them to support cyclists to make positive choices to avoid inadvertent
doping.
9. Give Commissions, Provinces and Clubs the knowledge and resources they need to enable them to
ensure that their cyclists are sufficiently educated.
10. Increase awareness of anti-doping issues throughout the sport.
11. Support and collaborate with others in the development of anti-doping initiatives and research.
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TARGET GROUPS

ATHLETES
(All levels and disciplines)
Domestic
National
International
SUPPORT
PERSONNEL
Coaches
NATIONAL SQUADS

Team Management
Medical Staff
Parents

Cycling Ireland
Head office
CLUBS

CI Coaches
Provinces
Commissions

NRTP
(National Registered Testing
Pool)
The elite level athletes in the
ISC & UCI testing pool.
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Key messages
The Anti-Doping Education Programme will aim to ensure that the key messages outlined below are communicated to the respective target groups.







Doping Control Procedures/ Test Distribution /I C / OOC





Doping Control Procedures/ Sample Collection





Doping Control Procedures/ Laboratory Analysis



Doping Control Procedures/ Results Management







Doping Control Procedures/ Hearings and Appeals





Athletes Rights and Responsibilities









Right to Bring a Representative







Strict Liability







Structure of Governance / WADA, UCI, ISC, CI

























Clubs

Parents




































































































Medical Staff

Team Management

Coaches

CI Board / Province /
Commission







HPD / Office?

Anti Doping Rules





Domestic

Development U-16

National

International

Elite Athletes

Target Groups

Clubs

Parents

Medical Staff

Team Management

Coaches

CI Board / Province /
Commission

HPD / Office?

Domestic

Development U-16

National

International

Elite Athletes

Target Groups

Therapeutic Use Exemptions

























Supplements (Risk of Contamination)

























Prohibited List (WADA)

























How to check status of substances

























Whereabouts (RTP, filing failure, missed test)















Consequences of anti-doping rule violation / sanctions















































































Consequences of anti-doping rule violation , Coach/Doctor/Parent
implications
Consequences to Health





Major competitive events – UCI





Profiling and Biological Passport Testing



Report Doping in Sport
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Operational plan and annual calendar
The objectives outlined above will be delivered through the application of an Operational Plan that will focus on the following areas:
1.
Deliver two/four Educational Talks Annually:
Squad, Provincial and Commission training camps and specific events such as Junior Tour.
2.
Requirement to complete “True Champion or Cheat” Programme:
Require all national squad members and support personnel complete the UCI’s “True Champion or Cheat” programme.
3.
Educate Coaches in Anti-Doping:
Ensure that coach education process includes an Anti-Doping module.
4.
Communicate Anti-Doping Message through:
Cycling Ireland Website, Cycling Ireland ezine, Cycling Ireland Handbook, UCI True Champion or Cheat, distribution of ISC’s Anti-Doping material at events.
5.
Face to Face Support for Elite Athletes:
Through Cycling Ireland’s Anti-Doping Officer.
st

A calendar of events, activities will be drawn up by 31 October each year for the following 12 months by the Ant-Doping Officer to meet the requirements of the operational plan set
out above – a sample calendar is as follows:
Objective
1.

Deliver two/four educational talks
Annually

2.

Requirement to complete “True
Champion or Cheat” Programme

3.

Educate Coaches in Anti-Doping

4.

Communicate
Message

5.

Face to Face Support for Elite
Athletes

Anti-Doping

How
Ant-Doping Officer to deliver

When
At squad sessions, Pedal Fever conference

Maintain a register of national
squad members and support
personnel
Incorporate Anti-Doping module
in coaching programmes
Use of Yearbook, Ezine, Cycling
Ireland website, distribution of
Anti-Doping material
Mainly through email

Ongoing

At Coaching courses, Pedal Fever Conference
Ongoing – specific features in each edition of ezine,
distribution of ISC Anti-Doping material at specific events
As required

Evaluation and Monitoring
In the month of October for each year of this policy, a review will be conducted to identify the
progress made against the numbered objectives.
A record of the education and information delivered to Cycling Ireland athletes and support
personnel will be recorded.
Regularly reviewing and updating this Education Strategy and Annual Plan and liaison with ISC ADU
and SNI AD.
Questionnaire/ feedback from recipients of the education and information that has been provided
by Cycling Ireland at various seminars.

